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Abstract

During this master-thesis a robot controller designed for low-throughput and noisy EEG-data
of a Brain Computer Interface (BCI) is implemented. The hypothesis of this master-thesis state
that it is possible to design a modular and platform independent BCI-based controller for a mobile
robot, which regulates the autonomy of the robot as a function of the user’s will to control. The
BCI design is thoroughly described, including both the design choices regarding used brain activity
signals and the pre- and post-processing of EEG data. The robot controller is experimentally tested
by completing a set of missions in a simulated environment. Both quantitative and qualitative
data is derived from the experimental test setup and used to evaluate the controller performance
with different levels of induced noise. Additional to the robot control performance result, an offline
validation of the BCI performance is depicted. Strength and weaknesses of the system design is
presented based on the acquired result, and suggested solutions to improve the over-all performance
is given. The produced result show that using the developed controller is a feasible approach for
reliable and intuitive manoeuvring of a telepresence robot.
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1 Introduction

Controlling machines with nothing but your brain, what once was only science fiction is now
a reality. During the past decade, technology has bypassed the use of traditional channels of
interaction such as muscular or speech. This is established by a brain-computer interface (BCI) that
allows individuals to interact with their surroundings by pure thought. In recent years, researchers
have developed various methods to decode the brain’s activity and exploit it to manipulate external
devices, such as robots and virtual keyboards [1]. The possibility to actuate devices through
brain signals has been an attractive idea to increase independence for people with devastating
neuromuscular disorders such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) or spinal cord injury. As the
BCIs become faster and more reliable, even healthy people may find its usefulness in applications
such as subconscious emergency brake systems for automobiles.

By decoding patterns of brain activity induced by a set of predefined mental commands, such
as imagining limb movement, the BCI provides a link between the brain and any device connected
to it. It can operate from different sources of brain activity and although invasive techniques
yield more reliability, non-invasive techniques, such as ElectroEncephaloGram (EEG), are still a
preferable approach as there are no associated health risks to the individual. There are however
a number of challenges to outweigh the reduced signal resolution that accompanies non-invasive
techniques. Studies show that non-invasive BCIs allow subjects to generate up to four different
commands at a rate of around 0.5-2 Hz with 60-90% of incorrect commands. This performance
and throughput is much lower than other human-machine interfaces such as keyboards or joystick
controllers, causing great challenges in controlling complex devices such as mobile robots [2].

Built-in intelligence and perceptual sensors on the mobile robot is a promising method to
overcome these challenges [3, 4, 5]. If the robot can avoid obstacles and follow walls autonomously,
then fewer commands are required to manoeuvre the robot. This is a trade-off since reliable
control is gained at the expense of free control [6]. Another great challenge of robot control is
the interpretation of the generated command signal. Variability of the signal and external noise
causes sporadic erroneous commands to the robot. In order to achieve reliability in the presence of
erroneous BCI data, the control of the robot is often shared between the subject and an autonomous
navigation assisting system. Shared control systems aim to combine the navigational precision and
reliability of autonomous systems with the human ability to perform complex reasoning.

However, the shared control systems have some drawbacks when using fixed user models which
cause undesired robot behaviour due to disagreement between subject and the autonomous navi-
gation system [5]. Research in control of intelligent wheelchairs often achieve reliable robot control
from unreliable control signals using regulated low-level shared control systems. One solution is
to design a system to be insensitive to quick changes, thus mitigating erroneous commands [7].
However, as intelligent wheelchairs are based on high-throughput controllers such as joysticks, their
solutions are not directly applicable to BCI-based robots. Instead, brain actuated robots often use
high-level shared control such as ”follow left wall” or ”go to room A”. These high-level solutions
are limited to specific prior known environments.

Although research is heading towards extended usage of multiple BCI or navigation systems,
previous solutions are far too often robot platform specific. Robots limited to laboratory environ-
ments are rarely validated against their end-users in their target environment, partly due to the
extent of research necessary for a real-time brain-actuated robot to be able to operate in a uncon-
trolled target environment. Platform independency is therefore crucial for the research community
to collaborate and develop more target-oriented solutions.
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2 Hypothesis

This thesis strive to address the lack of compliance with the robot, the user and the environment by
formulating the following hypothesis: It is possible to deliver a modular and platform-independent
BCI-based controller for a mobile robot, which balances intuitive and free control with reliable
manoeuvring by regulating the autonomy as a function of the subject’s activity.
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3 Background

Electroencephalogram (EEG) is a method to monitor and record the electrical field produced when
a large number of neurons are activated in the brain. The recorded EEG can reveal information
on cognitive processing such as intended movements. For more than a decade, researchers have
used EEG signals to control various external devices through BCIs. Such external devices can for
example be a moving computer cursor, a virtual keyboard or mobile robots. Despite promising
progress in providing reliable control, EEG-driven BCIs face several research challenges. The
current status of these challenges and the attempts to overcome them will be reviewed in the
following sections.

3.1 Brain Computer Interfaces

A BCI is defined as a direct interface between a brain and a computer. It builds on the conceptual
idea of translating brain activity patterns into different classes and use these as control commands
to a computer or an external device. In more detail, a complete BCI system consists of several parts:
(i) signal acquisition system, (ii) signal preprocessing, and (iii) post-processing, i.e. multivariate
pattern classification (MVPC).

3.1.1 Signal Acquisition

Different techniques for the acquisition of brain activity have been used in BCI research (such
as fMRI, MEG, ECoG, EEG, invasive). EEG is advantageous since it is non-invasive, portable
and very cost efficient. BCIs can be divided into synchronous or asynchronous BCIs [2]. The
synchronous (or exogenous) BCI is stimulus-dependent and based on external stimulation. The
asynchronous (or endogenous) BCI are self paced; they are independent of external stimuli.

BCI systems can be invasive and non-invasive. Most BCI systems are non-invasive and measure
brain activity by putting electrodes on the scalp of the subject. The reasons are the risks associated
with invasive surgery and the fact that non-invasive BCIs can reach high performance.

Amongst suitable EEG signals for BCI are P300 component of event related potentials, steady
state visual evoked potentials (SSVEP) and event-related desynchronization/synchronization (ERD/ERS).
These three brain signals are the most commonly used for control of brain-actuated robots [2]. The
P300 (or P3b) is a component of the event-related brain potential (ERP), and this component have
been verified thoroughly in a series of experiments named the oddball paradigm [8]. The oddball
paradigm is a series of experiments done where the P300 can be measured after showing a rare
event to a subject. The most common oddball experiment is a speller BCI, and works as following:
The letters of the alphabet are displayed in the cells of a 6 by 6 matrix to the subject, and the
subject focuses on a chosen letter. Rows and colums of the alphabet matrix will flash randomly,
amounting to 12 possible events. In two of these events, the chosen letter will flash and this
elicits the P300. By repeating this process, words can be assembled. P300 has also been used
in robot control experiments [9, 10] where a matrix of choices are used like the speller BCI, but
instead of having letters in each cell, there are options, or commands, for robot control. In [9] the
alternatives are destinations for an intelligent wheelchair, and this allows the subject to reach a
destination without bothering about the actual manoeuvring of the wheelchair. The manoeuvring
is instead done automatically by a path planner, a motor controller and an obstacle avoidance
system. Palankar et al. [10] presents a solution where the subject is free to control a mobile robot
and a robot arm with one P300 BCI, also using a matrix of commands. The greatest advantages of
using P300 are the high performance and that no training is required. P300-based BCIs can reach
between 90% and 100% accuracy and high accuracy is crucial for robot control. The drawbacks
are the low transfer rate, which varies from 4 to 17 bpm, and the fact that the subject must focus
on a command board rather than watch the robot or device being manipulated.

The SSVEP are generated as a reaction to visual stimuli at specific frequencies. When the retina
is excited by a visual stimulus ranging from 3.5 Hz to 75 Hz, the brain generates an electrical
activity at the same (or multiples of the) frequency of the visual stimulus [11]. This has been
used to control an automobile simulation [12] with the following setup. The subject is shown a
simulation of a car driving on a monitor. Two stimuli blocks are placed on the monitor, flickering
at different rates. In order to steer the car, the subject simply has to focus on either one of these
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stimuli. Flickering stimuli blocks have also been used to control a real robot [13]. By focusing
on one of four stimuli blocks, the BCI system can measure which frequency has the strongest
representation in the brain. Since the SSVEP phenomenon is an inherent response of the brain [14],
no training is required before operating a SSVEP-based BCI. SSVEP-based BCIs can reach around
90% accuracy [2, 15]. The performance and lack of training required are attractive attributes for
robot control. However, one of the drawbacks of SSVEP is the flickering light, which at low rates
(below 30Hz) causes fatigue of subjects focusing at these lights. Furthermore, subjects suffering
from epilepsy may suffer seizures when focusing on flickering lights. The range 15-25 Hz are the
most provocative according to Fisher et al. [16]. For these reasons, Diez et al. [17] performed an
experiment using frequencies 37, 38, 39 and 40 Hz. Higher frequencies generally have lower power,
but Diez et al. found that the power of the noise decreased at the same rate, leaving the SNR
almost constant. The experiment was done by moving a ball on a monitor through a map, by
focusing on LEDs which were positioned on each side of the monitor. With these frequencies, none
of the subjects experienced discomfort from the lights during the experiment. However, when the
ball was navigated close to any side where the LEDs were located, the corresponding frequency
representation in the brain was amplified and could lead to misclassification. This effect was most
seen when the subjects was not actively trying to navigate the ball.

ERD/ERS is a method where local changes in rhythmic electrical activity are measured and
classified. Event-related means that they correlate with some event in the brain, often a mental
task. Synchronization and desynchronization is thought to come from the electrical activity caused
by the neurons in the brain. As neurotransmitters activate ion channels on the cell membrane,
ions flow in and out of the neuron. This activity generates an oscillating electrical field around
the neuron. When this neural activity is synchronized across hundreds or thousands of neurons,
the electric field should become strong enough to be measured on the scalp [18]. Whether the
measured EEG-activity actually comes from this activity or not is debated, but its usefulness for
BCIs is not.

ERD/ERS has been used to control a Khepera robot from room to room [19], to drive a car
in a virtual reality [20], and to drive a wheelchair [21]. ERS refers to the increase in electrical
power in a specific frequency band while ERD refers to the corresponding decrease. ERD/ERS is
frequency dependent; it is measured within specific frequency bands. Five commonly monitored
frequency bands are Delta, Theta, Alpha, Beta and Gamma, and their respecive bands are 0-4
Hz, 4-8 Hz, 8-12 Hz, 12-40 Hz, 40-100 Hz, but their range may differ slightly between research
experiments. Millán et al. [19] measured from 8 to 30 Hz, split into 12 frequency components.
Pfurtscheller et al. [22] found that reactive frequency components correlated with motor imagery
are found in the alpha band with a bandwidth of 0.8-2 Hz. However, the inter-subject variability
is notable, and in [23], it is stated that averaging the ERD/ERS over several subjects may cancel
out task-specific brain activity patterns. This means that when measuring ERD/ERS, it is hard
to know what patterns or signals to expect from a specific subject. However, as long as there are
separable brain activity patterns which correlate well with their specific task, classification will be
successful.

3.1.2 Controlling a BCI

Controlling a BCI refers to the process of generating EEG-data which is correctly interpreted by
the BCI. While P300 and SSVEP only requires the subject to focus on a stimulus target, a mental
task is required for the subject to control a BCI based on ERD/ERS. One popular task is Motor
Imagery (MI) [19]. For example, to move a robot to the left, the subject can imagine moving his or
her left arm. Other tested tasks are word association, where the subject thinks of words related by
their first letter; math problems, like counting backwards by three from 60; or imagining a rotating
cube.

Any task that is performed will generate some task-specific brain activity patterns in the brain.
In order to separate these patterns, they should be distinct from each other such that the EEG-data
of one task is separable from the EEG-data of every other task. For example, the brain activity
patterns generated during MI of the right arm often differs from those of the left arm [24, 22]. It
is also important to perform the task in the correct fashion. Neuper et al. [23] show that motor
imagery can be done either by focusing on the movement (kinesthetic movement) or by visualizing
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the movement as a mental video in the mind. Kinesthetic MI gave higher results than visual MI.
Thus, the fashion in which the mental task is performed can affect the performance of the BCI.

In BCIs based on P300 or SSVEP, the subject needs little or no training to control the BCI while
experiments based on ERD/ERS can require training time of weeks or months [2, 25], although
experiments have been done where subjects reach decent results after just one day of training
[26]. The best subject scored over 90% accuracy on three MI tasks while another subject had
no distinguishable patterns whatsoever. Friedrich et al. [27] tested 7 different mental tasks on 10
subjects and found that every subject had a different set of tasks that gives the highest performance.
In an earlier study, Friedrich et al. [28] found that subjects had very different results on their mental
tasks. One task could be detected with high accuracy in one session but have very low accuracy
in the next. This means that the EEG patterns may vary both between subjects and between
sessions.

It is well known that some subjects cannot control a BCI, known as BCI illiterate subjects. For
some reason, no task-specific brain activity patterns can be measured on these subjects [29]. This
problem is recognized in many BCI experiments. It is not clear what exactly causes BCI illiteracy
but roughly 20% of subjects are unable to attain any control over a BCI [29]. This problem is not
generally related to the health or ability of the subject, but rather that the brain activity produced
is not detectable to a particular neuroimaging methodology. Sometimes, a BCI illiterate subject
can attain BCI mastery in a BCI based on another type of signal, for example changing from a
P300-based BCI to an ERD/ERS-based BCI. Providing online feedback to subjects have also been
shown to increase accuracy, even for BCI illiterate subjects [30], and another article reports that
subjects found online feedback helpful [28].

3.1.3 Signal Pre-processing

Bandpass filtering is commonly performed on the EEG-signal to extract the frequency bands of
interest. The alpha and beta band are often chosen for ERD/ERS since cognitive tasks and MI have
been shown to correlate with changes in these bands [24, 22]. Many researchers uses a bandpass
filter of 8-30 Hz [19, 27, 28]. The lower limit is set because electrooculography (EOG) activity
are mostly present in frequencies up to 4 Hz [31] and by setting the lower limit to 8Hz, most of
their influence is removed. The higher limit is set because electromyography (EMG) activity is
strongest in frequencies higher than 30 Hz [31] and by removing these frequencies, part of the EMG
influence is removed. Noise from power lines are found in 50-60 Hz and if the bandpass filter does
not remove these bands, a notch filter should instead be implemented to remove noise from the
equipment.

In order to reach high performance using non-invasive BCIs, i.e. to find patterns of brain
activity that distinguishes between several commands, the spatial resolution must be high enough
to detect local changes on the brain surface. To increase the spatial resolution, a large number of
electrodes can be used. Applying a spatial filter greatly increases spatial resolution but requires a
large number of electrodes. Millán et al. suggests 64 electrodes or more for EEG-based BCIs [32].

In the pre-processing stage, artifacts and error sources must be considered. EOG activity is
generated in the brain during eye movement, such as blinking or eye rolling. EOG activity has
a wide frequency range with a maximal amplitude below 4 Hz. EMG activity is generated from
muscle activity and has a wide frequency range with a maximal amplitude at frequencies above
30 Hz. The easiest way to reduce the influence of EMG and EOG activity is by using a bandpass
filter as described above. To fully remove artifacts from EMG and EOG, manual or automatic
methods are available. By using extra sensors, the EMG and EOG activity can be measured
during the EEG recording session and any trial containing artifacts can be manually removed
from the session. EOG artifacts can also be removed automatically using some algorithm. One
example is Independent Component Analysis (ICA), which have been used successfully in many
BCI experiments [2]. ICA divides a mixed signal into its statistically independent components,
and is successful at doing so but the computational cost is high.

Another well-known problem is subject fatigue during EEG recording [18]. Controlling a BCI
can be tiresome, especially as the subject must sit still and be completely relaxed in the body
to minimize artifacts, while simultaneously focusing on a rather mundane task, like staring at
flickering stimuli blocks. Fatigue or loss of focus means that the data will be lower quality, and
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high quality data is essential for every BCI to work [18]. To address this problem, short sessions
and refreshments during breaks should be available for the subject to remain focused during data
acquisition. The subject should also be informed about the artifacts and the importance of getting
high quality data [18]. To further enable the subject to maintain focus, the recording environment
should be free from distractions such as mobile phones and sounds.

Systematic errors may decrease the performance of the BCI. The protocol, which dictates every
part of the data acquisition session, should be decided beforehand and remain unchanged during all
sessions. However, the protocol can be revised if obvious flaws are detected, for example apparent
fatigue during sessions. The impedance of channels and the electrodes positions on the scalp may
vary both between and during sessions. Careful calibration and monitoring of the impedances and
electrodes is essential for qualitative data collection.

Removing artifacts have both advantages and drawbacks and it is currently debated if an
present artifact should be removed or not [18]. On one hand, artifacts will introduce non-task
related brain activity to the data. Removing it can improve performance of the classifier. Manually
removing EOG artifacts from data may improve results, but doing so introduces bias to the data,
and reproducing results will be more difficult. Furthermore, manually removing trials containing
artifacts reduces the number of trials in the data, meaning the classifier has less information.
Automatically removing EOG artifacts avoids bias, facilitates reproduction of results and does not
reduce the amount of data, but the results may be unsatisfactory [18]. The last option is to not
remove the artifacts. There are classifiers that can handle randomly distributed artifacts in the
data [33], and no artifact removal is by far the most computationally efficient method.

3.1.4 MultiVariate Pattern Classification (MVPC)

There is a large variety of classifier techniques used to perform MVPC in BCI applications and
it is important to choose a technique that is suited for the acquired brain activity and the infor-
mation that is to be extracted. The performance depends on both the extracted features of the
recorded brain activity and the classification algorithm employed. In this section, five properties of
brain activity signals that affect the classifier performance will be described, followed by a various
methods used to overcome the most challenging property. Next, a detailed description of classifier
properties is given that need to be taken into consideration when designing a BCI system. Last in
this section, three algorithms of interest for this BCI experiment are discussed and compared.

First, the EEG signal is non-stationary. It can vary rapidly over time due to fatigue, change
in task involvement and change in brain activity patterns as users gain experience [21, 2]. Non-
stationarity of EEG signals is proposed to be the most challenging property [21, 5, 2, 34] making
misclassifications unavoidable in BCIs. Second, the EEG signals suffer from a lot of noise and
outliers. Noise is generated from the EEG acquisition equipment and outliers from body movement
and other non-task activities in the brain [2, 35]. The poor signal-to-noise ratio makes it hard to
generalize the classes. Third, feature vectors often end up with very high dimensionality due
to many channels in the EEG acquisition equipment and the many features, such as frequency
bands, is calculated at every time instance. Researchers have found that some frequency bands
are more informative in discriminating left and right hand movement [6] and dimension-reducing
algorithms are often applied in BCI experiments [21, 6, 36]. Fourth, small training sets lead to poor
classification results, especially when the dimensionality is high [33]. Since the size of training sets
are limited by the time of the experiment, this instead becomes a reason to limit the dimensionality
or choose a classifier which is robust when training data is scarce. Fifth and last, task-related brain
activity patterns are known to be time related, like the synaptic activation in sensorimotor cortex
that produces a mu rhythm [37]. A classifier that can measure the temporal information of brain-
activated events may have higher results in classification, but this effect has only been proven in
synchronous experiments [33].

Various methods have been applied to overcome the problem of non-stationarity. User adap-
tation of the BCI system in order to improve individual user performance has been proposed in
different research studies with promising results. Galan et al. [21] use user-individually selected
features that best discriminate among the executed mental tasks. This feature selection process
[21] is based on the data regression method Canonical Variates Analysis (CVA) (or Multiple Dis-
criminant Analysis). Non-stationarities in the EEG signals are reduced along with increased BCI
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classification accuracy by using the best discriminated features of each subject. Another study
proposing an adaptive BCI to overcome the ubiquitous non-stationarities in the EEG signals is
presented by Shenoy et al. [34]. Shenoy et al. claims that the most common source of non-
stationarities in the EEG-data stems from the difference in feedback and calibration sessions, and
provides a fairly simple solution to cope with these non-stationarities. During feature selection,
Shenoy et al. uses common spatial patterns (CSP) to reduce feature vector dimensionality and to
select features that discriminate the mental tasks. Together with supervised selection of features a
bias adaptation between the offline and online sessions is used. Their result show that the average
error across all test sessions have was reduced using this method [34].

When choosing classifier, several of its properties must be considered: Generative-discriminative,
static-dynamic, stable-unstable and regularization [33]. A generative classifier compute the likeli-
hood of each class and choose the most likely. Such classifiers can approximate any continuous func-
tion and classify any number of classes, but they are sensitive to overtraining with non-stationary
signals. Discriminative classifiers only find what class the feature vector belongs to. This gives
them good generalization properties, but may not be able to classify non-linear data. Static clas-
sifiers cannot take temporal information into account while dynamic ones can. Dynamic classifiers
often outperform static ones in synchronous experiments but not in asynchronous experiments. It
is too difficult to detect the start of a mental task in asynchronous BCIs, thus making dynamic
classifiers less efficient. Stable classifiers are not sensitive to variations thanks to low complexity,
while unstable classifiers. It follows from the complexity of the classifier, since high complexity
leads to unstable classifiers. Finally, regularization can penalize outliers and increase generalization
capabilities. This can be done for several classifiers.

Three classifiers deserves to be described further: LDA, SVM and Gaussian units. The first
linear classifier, Linear discriminant analysis (LDA), has been used with success in BCIs, among
them MI-based BCIs and multiclass BCIs [33]. In one experiment using three MI classes (for
right hand, left hand and feet), the performance reached between 66% and 89% [38]. LDA is
discriminative, static, stable and has low computational cost. These properties are attractive for
online robot control. A regularization term may be added, but this regularized LDA is uncommon
among BCI experiments. The second linear classifier, the support vector machine (SVM), already
has a regularization term and has been tested with high performance in BCI systems. In one
article, all three subjects reached over 90% performance [39]. SVM is a discriminative, static,
stable and regularized classifier. It is linear but can create non-linear boundaries by using a
kernel trick to transform each data point from the linear space to a nonlinear space, allowing
for classifying non-linear data. It is known to have good generalization properties, be insensitive
to overtraining and high dimensionality [33]. Its drawbacks are the computational cost and the
parameters for regularization and the kernel trick which must be set by hand. The last classifier
is the Gaussian classifier. It is a neural network designed specifically for BCIs [33]. In article [35],
it was tested on BCI Competition 2003 with an accuracy of 84% on the test set. In the article
[40], the Gaussian classifier is used on self-paced data from subjects controlling three mental states
(left, right, relax). The results are promising, and one attractive property is that the false positive
rate can be made very low, 0-5%, by setting a threshold for the probability. The true positive rate
can be modest, 52-63% but with two classifications per second, this could be a suitable solution
for reliable robot control. Indeed, the Gaussian classifier was also used in [19] with a performance
of 67%-83% compared to manual control. Another strength of the Gaussian classifier (and any
other probabilistic classifier) is that each classification comes with a probability distribution over
all possible classes. Milan et al. [19] uses this probability distribution to threshold uncertain
classifications to prevent misclassified data for more reliable robot control.

3.2 Shared Control of Mobile Robots

Human-machine cooperation of mobile assistive robots are common in systems where the human
operator cannot guarantee safe navigation due to challenging circumstances or decreased visual
or cognitive capacity of the user [41, 42]. Examples of such systems are intelligent wheelchairs
[43] or intelligent electrical pallet truck-like robots [41]. A fully automated system might increase
safety in these systems due to high navigational capabilities in the form of precision, perception
and reaction time. However, human operators are better than automated systems at interpreting
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complex scenarios and performing complex reasoning [42]. Therefore, an assistive system should
only provide help when it is needed. If the automated system has complete authority over robot
control, the user often experience that the robot is out of control and tries to reclaim the control
of the robot [41]. The users rejection or disagreement of control is an unsatisfied behaviour for
assistive mobile robots and may even cause dangerous behaviours [41]. Some studies show that
navigation assistance should appear in a gradual and continuous manner only when it is needed
[44]. The navigational assisting systems previously referred to often use a shared controller to
regulate the influence of human and machine control to compensate for the users’ control ability.
Shared control can be defined as a situation in which both a human and a machine have an effect
on how that machine achieves a certain goal (i.e. navigation) [7]. Shared control is implemented in
more human-machine systems than mobile robots [42], but for the scope of this report only shared
control of mobile robots is discussed.

There are mainly two different types of shared control: task-level (or macro-level) shared control
and servo-level (or micro-level) shared control [41]. In task-level control the user provides the robot
with specific tasks such as go through a doorway or avoid these obstacles. In these tasks the robot
has full control authority to carry out the specific task. Examples of task-level shared control are
robot systems in which the user can chose predefined destinations and the robot navigate to chosen
destination autonomously. Servo-level control, also known as continuous shared control in some
research papers [45], generates a control-signal to the mobile robot platform at all times which is
a combination of both human and autonomous control inputs. This approach gives the user the
power to control the performed trajectory at all times and not only the end position of the robot.
Equation 1 conceptualizes the servo-level shared control [35].

us = (1− α) · uh + α · ur (1)

In equation 1, us is the control input for the robot platform (i.e. translational and rotational
velocity), uh and ur are the human and autonomous control-signals, respectively, and α is the
weighted influence that regularizes the proportion of uh and ut in us [41]. The human control-
signal could for example be a human controlling a mobile robot via a joystick, and the autonomous
control-signal could for example be an obstacle avoidance system. The weighted influence can
either be a static (fixed) or dynamic (real-time changing) value, which divides the servo-level static
controller into two additional shared controller types. Previous research use adaptive (real-time
changing) servo-level shared controllers to overcome unstable behaviour in dramatically changing
environments by adjusting the influence of human and autonomous controllers according to a
given set of rules. Iñigo-Blasco et al. [45] uses a shared control with the classic and frequently
used obstacle avoidance and local path planning algorithm Dynamic Window Approach (DWA)
[46]. The DWA algorithm works by selecting a dynamic window of all tuples (v, ω) that can
be reached within the next sample period, given knowledge of the kinodynamic constraints of the
robot and the cycle time. The dynamic window is reduced by a Non-Admissibility filter (NAF)
which removes all tuples of (v, ω) that cannot guarantee avoiding inevitable collisions. From
all the admissible velocity tuples, the one that scores highest using an objective cost function is
chosen for the new velocity. The objective cost function O favors fast forward movement, large
distances to nearest obstacles and minimal alignment displacement to the goal heading. Equation
2 describes the objective cost function O [46],

O = a · heading(v, ω) + b · velocity(v, ω) + c · dist(v, ω) (2)

where a, b and c are weighted parameters. Since DWA is an obstacle avoidance algorithm that
uses a predefined goal, it is not suitable in its original form for shared control where the global
goal is only in the user’s own mind. Iñigo-Blasco et al. [45] generalizes the obstacle avoidance
problem of DWA to a shared controller problem by redefining the objective cost function of DWA,
called the shared DWA. The shared DWA uses the user controller trajectory as goal curvature for
the heading function, making it a velocity controller rather than the original position controller
DWA. To evaluate the controller, Iñigo-Blasco et al. asks each test subject to first accomplish a
certain navigation task with a fully manual controller (a joystick), and then compare the result to
the same task performed using the shared control system. The result show that obstacle collision
is reduced in teleoperated mobile robots using the shared DWA approach compared to manual
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joystick control. Iñigo-Blasco et al. strategy regulates human and robot influence based only on
the environment and its changes, namely the normalized admissibility for regularization weight.
The user have full control of the robot in all non-dangerous situations until a collision may occur,
in which the navigational assistance of the autonomous controller is increased. This is a common
approach in intelligent wheelchair systems and other shared control mobile robots where the user
input is a joystick. However, with a noiseful and low throughput controller such as a BCI system,
the same control approaches may not be as feasible and full user control in open environment may
cause oscillatory trajectories and user fatigue due to excessive series of mental commands [4]. A
shared control system that not only assists in environmentally dangerous situations but provide
additional assistance in stabilizing the trajectory when risk for collisions is not present might be
suitable for BCI based shared control systems.

Poncela et al. [7] proposes a dynamic shared controller that regulates the influence of au-
tonomous and human controller based on the controller’s performance for each given scenario [7]
to control a telepresence mobile robot. Poncela et al. uses a joystick as human control input and
a potential field approach (PFA) as autonomous control input. PFA algorithms increase obstacle
repulsive force as the distance to the obstacle decreases [46]. Consequently, moving close to ob-
stacles is not permitted, a behaviour that might be valuable to complete certain tasks including
docking close to walls or obstacles in telepresence or wheelchair-like robots. Additionally, PFA in
corridors and hallways might introduce oscillatory driving [7, 46]. The main drawback with PFA-
based navigation is its sensitivity to local minima [46]. However, the user control command used
in [7] will push the robot out of local minimas. The PFA-based autonomous controller consists
of three agents with different behaviours: wall following (WF), corridor following (CF), and door-
way crossing (DC), which is individually activated and evaluated in different test experiments.
WF behaviour follows a wall by keeping the right-hand distance to closest obstacle at a fixed level,
CF behaviour maintains equal distance to obstacles on both left- and right-hand side, and DC
enters or exits rooms by navigating through the middle of narrow openings. The autonomous
controller rotational velocity ω depends on the current activated agent and the different methods
for acquiring ω is described in [7]. However, the autonomous controller translational velocity v is
independent of current activated agent, and is always calculated according to equation 3

vta = vtMAX · (1−
vra

vrMAX
) (3)

where vtMAX and vrMAX are the maximum translational and rotational velocities for the robot
platform, respectively, and vta and vra is the autonomous controller translational and rotational,
respectively. This implies that the higher the rotational velocity of the autonomous controller, the
lower the translational velocity. This means that the robot will reduce its speed to turn safely.
Equation 4 and 5 describes the weighted linear combination of autonomous and human control
commands of [7]

vs = 0.5 · na · vta + 0.5 · nh · vth (4)

ωs = 0.5 · na · ωta + 0.5 · nh · ωth (5)

where na and nh is the efficiency of the autonomous and human controller, respectively. Both
na and nh are defined using equation 6,

n =
nsf + ntl + nsc

3
(6)

where nsf is controller softness which is evaluated as the angle between current direction of
the robot and the control command vector, ntl the controller trajectory length defined as the er-
ror in current robot heading and current local goal, and nsc the controller security evaluated as
the distance to the closest obstacles at each instant. Each of the efficiency factors (nsf , ntl and
nsc) is in the range between 0 and 1. The fixed 0.5 factor of equation 4 and 5 reflects external
factors that could affect the performance of the controller, such as user medical state or environ-
mental conditions. The fixed value of 0.5 used in [7] is strictly because an assumption of normal
environment and user condition. However, this could be used for additional static regularization
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as well. Poncela et al. [7] tested the efficiency-weighted shared control system on 13 subjects.
The navigational performance was increased in almost all cases, even though the subject did not
always realize that control assistance was present. Poncela et al. [7] results show that complex
regularization strategies in dynamic shared control based on efficiency and performance of each
individual controller can be used to achieve increased navigational performances in telepresence
robot systems.

3.3 Brain-Actuated Robots

Continuous control of robots from an unreliable, low-throughput and low-dimensionality input
source presents several challenges. Achieving multidimensional movement from single dimensional
input while maintaining safe control in the absence of input or in the presence of false input (i.e
misclassification) is one of the greatest challenges of EEG-driven BCIs. In other words, unstable
situations in which the classifier cannot extract the intended command should not cause malfunc-
tioning, fatal or dangerous behaviour of the robot. Xavier Perrin [47] proposes a general black-box
solution for low-throughput control of mobile robots with the intention of decreasing the users
involvement in controlling the robot. At every location where a navigational decision needs to be
made, the robot will stop and propose a strategy for future navigation. The user can either agree
or disagree to this proposal, which would make the robot execute the proposed strategy or propose
an alternative action. This is an example of a task-level shared control of a mobile robot in which
the commands to the mobile robot are high-level (i.e preconfigured), enabling safe manoeuvring
but does not give the user free intuitive control in the environment. In contrast to the shared
control of a mobile robot, direct control provides the user with full control without subsystems
interfering with the users decision. These two strategies of robot control (shared and direct) for
controlling mobile robots with BCI commands will be reviewed in this section.

A typical research area where unreliable low-throughput data is used to control mobile robots
is BCI controlled mobile robots, also known as brain-actuated robots. Although a lot of effort has
been put on studying BCIs, applying BCI for continuous robot control is a rather new research area
with the first brain-controlled robot [19] developed in 2004 [2]. Because of the many challenges of
BCI systems (mentioned in previous section) and specifically of the non-stationarity of EEG signals
[21, 2], the brain-actuated robots have not yet seen much of outside lab environments, as this has
caused unreliable behavior of the robot. However, maintaining a controlled environment, previous
studies show promising results in EEG-driven robot manoeuvring by using pre-defined high- and/or
low-level commands executed through discrete state transitions in finite state automatons with the
assistance of external subsystems [19, 21, 6, 5]. Strategies for robot control through discrete
modes can be categorized into implicit- and explicit mode changes [5]. Explicit mode changes, or
direct control, changes the motor actuating state of the robot without respect to the surrounding
environment or assisting subsystems. Implicit mode changes, or shared control, is based on an
interpretation of the surroundings and external subsystems. By using a set of external perceptual
sensors, limiting specific solutions to specific robot platforms (or even to specific priory known
environments), the environment can be interpreted. This shared control system for manoeuvring
of brain-actuated robots falls under the term of hybrid BCI systems (i.e consisting of multiple
subsystems). Research in hybrid BCI systems for brain-actuated robot control is heading in a
promising direction [2]. Independent of whether the additional subsystem consists of additional
BCI or an intelligent navigational system, Bi et al. [2] highlights the importance of hybrid solutions
for the brain-actuated robotics field. A brain-actuated robot system developed with modularity
and platform independence in mind could therefore use developed subsystems to find compositions
that increase performance for that specific system. For instance, Leeb et al. [3] proposes future
work to implement a hybrid BCI system by adding an already developed subsystem for reliable start
and stop of the robot. Additionally, Leeb et al. [3] agrees with Bi et al. [2] that hybrid approaches
for robot manoeuvring is promising for overcoming existing shortcomings, further pushing the
boundaries of brain-actuated robots. Additionally, Siegwart et al. [46] emphasizes the importance
of modularity in general mobile robots.
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3.3.1 Direct control of brain-actuated robots

Direct control of brain-actuated robots implicitly changes the behaviour of the robot without any
assistance of intelligent subsystems or interpretation of the surrounding environment. A common
way to achieve this is through direct mapping of classified brain activity commands to motor
actuating states such as go forward 5000 mm or rotate 0.2π radians clockwise. Direct mapping of
classified EEG-activity to robot motor control commands have been tested in real-world situations
providing users with full control of the robot motion at the expense of causing user fatigue [48, 49].
Tanaka et al. [48] divides the workspace environment into discretized squares where each classified
MI command will move a mobile robot one square respectively. This requires a great series of
commands in order to manoeuvre the robot and thus do not respect user ergonomy.

Chae et al. [6] uses a completely environment-independent controller. The controller is based
on a five state automaton to control a humanoid biped robot. The five states of the automaton are:
turn head left, turn head right, turn body, stop and walk forward. The robot movement based on
this controller is latched and will never rotate and translate simultaneously in order to maintain
stability. The controller receives, every 200 ms, a command corresponding to a classified MI mental
state from the BCI system, which is used to transition the automaton. These commands were left,
right and forward. In the stop state, a left or right command would turn the head left or right,
respectively, whereas a forward command would make the robot move forward. Whilst turning the
head a forward command would make the robot turn its body towards the direction that the head
was facing and transition back to stop afterwards. Because of a relatively slow translational velocity
of the biped robot, the controller is designed to continuously send forward motor commands when
in the walk forward state thus the robot will continue to walk until either left or right commands are
received. This approach minimizes user fatigue by decreasing the number of commands required for
manoeuvring the robot. Evaluation of this technique showed that each test subject always reached
the final destination goal during each manoeuvring test session. However, only one out of four test
subjects completed the test sessions without any obstacle collisions. The reason for these collisions
is not explained, although the continuous forward motion at constant velocity together with an
unreliable BCI system might be a possible cause. An adaptive controller whose velocity fades over
time depending on user dedication towards a given direction might produce safer manoeuvring.

Goehring et al. [50] presents an approach to control a real car through an EEG-driven BCI
using four different commands mapped for steering and velocity control. The four commands are
push, pull, left and right. The push- and pull-commands increase and decrease the velocity of
the car, respectively, and the left and right commands increase or decrease the steering angle of
the car. The forward velocity was limited at 0 to 10 m/s with a step size of 0.15 m/s each. The
steering angle was capped to 2.5π radians with a step size of 0.6π radians. At higher velocities, the
steering angle limitation and step size is reduced to prevent steering oscillations and centrifugal
forces. When the controller does not receive any input from the BCI for one second, the velocity
stays constant but the steering angle decreases (or increases depending on current angle) towards
zero-position. The experiment test setup was to manoeuvre the car by following a marked lane on
a track with the goal to minimize the lateral error. Goehring et al. [50] demonstrate that higher
velocities subsequently increase the lateral error. The study concludes that due to this behaviour,
brain-actuated free-steering cars (like the one presented) are yet far from being used in traffic.
However, enabling the user to control the velocity seem to result in a smoother and less oscillated
driving in comparison to a fixed velocity. Goehring et al. [50] also proved that the use of control
commands to increase and decrease the desired forward velocity is superior in comparison to giving
direct throttle or brake commands.

The general performance of these direct-control solutions for brain-actuated robots depends on
the BCI classification performance, which are known to be slow and uncertain [2], thus limiting
the system. While giving the user free control over the robot, safety and reliability cannot be
guaranteed.

3.3.2 Shared control of brain-actuated robots

The intention of shared control of brain-actuated robots is to overcome problems and dangerous
situations caused by insecurities in the classified EEG-data or human control capacities like fatigue
[2]. Millán et al. [19] uses an automaton with high-level states to control a mobile robot in an
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office-like indoor environment with several rooms, corridors and doorways. The high-level states
of the controller rely on a behavior-based robot controller that ensures obstacle avoidance and
smooth trajectories through its perception of the environment [51]. Ultrasonic range finders are
used as perceptual sensors for the robot platform. The automaton consists of six states which are
transitioned from either the classified mental state or the robot’s perceptual state. The six states
are stop, forward, left wall following, right wall following, left turn and right turn. The perceptual
input of the robot changes the transition that a classified mental state would cause. Commands
derived from classified EEG-activity change the behaviour of the robot depending on whether walls
are present or not. For example, if the perceptual sensors recognize a wall to the left of the robot,
a command corresponding to a left turn would instead transition into a follow left wall state.

Another solution in which execution of high-level states are used to cope with the low transfer
rate of BCI systems is presented by Rebsamen et al. [9]. Here the high-level states correspond to
predefined locations in a known environment with the additional possibility to stop the robot at any
given time. By presenting the user with a list of possible locations, the robot will autonomously
navigate to the selected location through a predefined path. This strategy limits the robot to
a prior known indoor environments with predefined paths. Rebsamen et al. solution do not
use classified mental states to select the location but measure attention towards each individual
location in the proposed list through a P300-based BCI. P300 is a synchronous brain signal that
exploits evoked potentials from external stimulus (for more information on P300 brain signals,
see method section). This yielded high accuracy (typical error rate of 3% [9]) but suffered from
excessive delays in releasing the command signal [2]. Similar to Rebsamen et al. [9], Iturrate et
al. [52] use a P300-based BCI to control an intelligent navigation subsystem. They revoke the
environmental limitation through a virtual display with navigation commands at the bottom. By
focusing attention towards the different navigational commands presented at the bottom of the
display the user can manoeuvre the robot by will. However, the synchronous behaviour of the
P300-based BCI does not suit the asynchronous goal of this thesis to use brain-actuated robot
independent from external stimuli.

The previously discussed studies using shared control [19, 5, 9, 52] are task-level shared control
strategies in which either the high-level autonomous controller or the human exclusively controls
the robot at any given time. Vanacker et al. [5] proposes a robot controller where the control is
distributed between both the human and an autonomous controller at all times. The perceptual
based solution presented by Vanacker et al. [5] uses a context-based filter together with classified
brain activity to control a mobile wheelchair-like robot with filter for unreliable data. The context-
based filter uses a priori-known user intention, that the user wants to achieve smooth forward
navigation through the environment, together with a constant estimation of the environmental
situation. Through perceptive sensors this method searches the environment for an opening that
is wide enough for the robot to pass. By separating openings from closed sections (walls) a
probability distribution to where the user is most likely to navigate (open areas in comparison to
closed sections) is created. The perceived probability is then multiplied with the probability of
the classified mental state resulting in a weighted probability of robot direction. This filter has
shown promising results in the control in real life experiments using only a 180 laser range finder
to perceive the environment [21, 5]. However, Vanacker et al. [5] have not coupled the classified
EEG-data directly to the robot controller but emphasizes that controller adaptation based on the
BCI data might further improve individual user performance.

Bi et al. [2] summarizes the shared control research field of brain-actuated mobile robots with
its importance of increasing the overall driving performance although they are still not making
brain-actuated robots completely reliable for real world environments. Galan et al. [21] and
Vanacker et al. [5] agree that shared control increase driving performance of mobile robots when
the BCI performance is low, but may degrade it when the BCI performance is high. This is
due to the shared control and user driving strategies is not compatible with each other and the
user might exploit obstacle avoidance and other intelligence within the autonomous part of the
controller [5]. Vanacker et al. [5] explains that the most notable weakness of the perceptual-based
probabilistic shared control is the fixed user model. To improve the fallbacks of the fixed user
model, a mechanism that regulates the influence between the autonomous and human operated
part of the shared controller based on the user’s performance and specific BCI profile [5], thus
customizing the controller for each individual user has been proposed as future work by Tonin et
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al. [53] emphasizes the usefulness of shared control for novel BCI users, but highlights that even
experienced users benefit from such systems. Tonin et al. claim that experienced users deliver
much more mental commands than inexperienced ones, which reflects a voluntary will to be in full
command of the robot. If the frequency of received mental commands can be treated as the will
to control the robot, a sudden change in average received commands might be usable in regulating
the shared controller influence.

3.4 Robot Operating System

The Robot Operating System (ROS) is not a process managing and scheduling operating system
in the traditional sense. However, it is a collection of open source tools, libraries and conventions
with the purpose to simplify the creation of robust and general-purpose robot systems. By using
key-components, the ROS aim to provide necessary utilities for modular and large scale robot
systems. ROS is multi-lingual, free, thin, and uses peer-to-peer communication [54]. Thin means
that all functionality is bundled in separate libraries, called packages, and a system need only
to download the needed packages. The key components of ROS are nodes, messages, topics and
services [54]. Nodes are computational processes and each ROS based system commonly consist
of several nodes. Nodes communicate with other nodes by passing messages, a strictly typed data
structure, in peer-to-peer communication [54]. Both standard primitive data types (i.e. integers,
floats or booleans) and arrays of primitive data types are supported by ROS. Additionally, messages
can contain other messages. Consequently, ROS supports more complex data type messages, such
as velocity vector data and pose data. Messages are published and subscribed to topics. A node
can publish data onto a topic, whereas any node that is interested in receiving that data can
subscribe to said topic. Any nodes can simultaneously subscribe to each topic, whereas every topic
can have multiple concurrent publishers. The topic-based publish-subscribe model is synchronous
communication. Asynchronous communication is achieved by services, which is used by nodes to
request a specific response data from other nodes.

Robotic research is often of great variation, and collaboration between researchers is necessary
to build large systems. ROS packages are designed to support collaborative development through
complex directory trees, where each directory tree can contain an arbitrarily complex scheme of
subdirectories [54]. The open-ended design of ROS packages allows for great variation in structure
and purpose. The ROS package system purpose is to partition the construction of ROS-based
software into smaller subsystems, where each subsystem can be developed, maintained and tested
by its own team of developers. Eventually, developed ROS packages can be distributed through
the official ROS repository. Consequently, other researchers can use and further develop existing
ROS packages.

Even ROS provides great tools for robot development, none of the earlier mentioned brain-
actuated robot studies use the ROS infrastructure. However, Millan et al. [19] uses the Pioneer
research mobile robot platform that has complete ROS-support. The robot platform Robotino,
used in brain-actuated robot research by Tonin et al. [53] and Leeb et al. [3] is also supported by
ROS. In general, the brain-actuated robot research is using either telepresence robot platforms [19,
53, 3, 55] or intelligent-wheelchair robot platforms [9, 5, 36], whereas the latter generally lack ROS-
support. However, since most wheelchair-like robot platforms use the same sensor setup of laser-
scanner and complementary ultrasonic range-finders, a fully ROS-supported robot platform would
greatly simplify collaborative research between different Universities. Although such platforms
exist [56], they are not commonly appearing in brain-actuated robot research.
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4 Problem Formulation

1. Implementing a robot controller by using output from classified EEG brain activity in order
to move the robot in a two-dimensional space.

(a) How can the robot controller be designed to achieve reliability in the presence of tem-
porarily uncertain EEG classification?

(b) How should the robot controller handle discrete inputs of direction (straight forward/-
turn left/turn right etc.) in conjunction with velocity?

(c) How can modularity and expandability be achieved in such control system?

(d) How can the robot controller be defined in order to enable portability between different
robot platforms?

(e) How can the robot controller be individually adapted to balance intuitive and safe
manoeuvring?

2. Defining an adaptive classification procedure to optimize the performance of the classifier for
individual participants.

(a) How should sets of stimuli be presented and selected?

(b) How should EEG features be selected?
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5 Method

This Master thesis uses an explorative, iterative and both qualitative and quantitative engineering
methodology. All internal system parameters have been set after iterative testing to optimize per-
formance. The final system and what parameters have been used in this master-thesis is presented
in section 7. The first three sections of this chapter describes the BCI system. This includes the
method of acquiring the EEG data from each subject, pre-processing of the acquired data and the
MVPC of the pre-processed data. The method of using the MVPC prediction to control a robot
is described in the robot controller section.

5.1 BCI system

This thesis uses an asynchronous BCI based on ERD/ERS. An asynchronous BCI was chosen
because waiting for external cues does not fit the intuitive robot control aimed at by this thesis.
The advantage of being free from any external stimulus also matches very well the goal of finding a
modular and expandable system. This specific system can at current state switch BCI for another
solution or add other systems which require the eyes of the subject, for example a hybrid BCI.

In this master-thesis, four MI tasks are used to control the BCI. Friedrich et al. [28] let the
subjects fill in self-reports after testing different mental-tasks when using a BCI. In these self-
reports, motor imagery was assessed most vivid to imagine, easiest to perform and most enjoyable.
Among all tested mental tasks, MI was the most robust to auditory distractions [57], and MI
tasks was found to have the lowest reaction time, which is an attractive property for mobile robot
control. Furthermore, the results from Pfurtscheller et al. [22] show that it is feasible to control a
BCI using four MI tasks.

5.1.1 Sensor placement and Protocol

The Brain Products actiCHamp system was used with the actiCAP for EEG data acquisition. The
64 active electrodes were kept below 20 kOhm during the recording. The data from all channels
were sampled at 1000 Hz. 64 electrodes is advised by Millán et al. [32] as a minimum in order
to reach the spatial resolution required for successful EEG measurements. ERD/ERS is known
for highly individual patterns and local changes, making spatial resolution essential. The 10/10
system [58] is commonly used for electrode placement and in this master-thesis, the 10/10 electrode
position system is used with minor modifications.

The data acquisition protocol was developed to be similar to many other protocols done by
BCI experiments. An environment with dimmed light and free from distractions, and the cues are
simple and small in order to minimize the visual artifacts in the EEG data. The relax state is
measured from the pauses between the trials in the sessions. A future goal would be to classify any
non-task related brain activity patterns as relax, but for this project, relax is measured as relaxed
state of the subject. Measuring the relax as a state between the MI tasks also mimics the online
situation well, where the subject may stop or continue an MI task at any moment.

5.1.2 Filtering

One high pass FIR filter of order 3000 and cutoff frequency of 2 Hz, and a low pass FIR filter of
order 100 and a cutoff frequency of 40 Hz were applied to the data. The band of interest is 4 Hz
to 30 Hz but to avoid edge artifacts in the wavelet transform, margins were added.

5.1.3 Artifact Removal

ICA was used to detect and remove blink artifacts from the EEG data. The blink component was
found by visual inspection of all ICA components. The effect of the artifact removal was examined
by comparing the EEG data before and after the removal of the blink component.

5.1.4 Feature Extraction

The power spectral density (PSD) is used as features for the machine learning algorithm. 20
complex Morlet wavelets were calculated for each channel, spaced logarithmically from 4 to 30 Hz.
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The number of cycles used in each wavelet was 7. After the time-frequency decomposition, the
EEG data was down-sampled from 1000 Hz to 40 Hz. Dimension reduction is done manually by
visual inspection of the power spectrum to extract relevant features (feature bands). Classification
accuracy is compared between using all features and the reduced feature vector and shown in
results.

5.1.5 MultiVariate Pattern Classification (MVPC)

In this master-thesis, a machine learning algorithm was chosen to deal with the expected challenges
in this experiment. Three great challenges in this master-thesis are the high dimensionality of the
feature vector, the limited amount of data and outliers in the data. The dimensionality is high
because due to the many electrodes and frequency bands used. The amount of EEG data is limited
due to the short scope of this thesis (20 weeks), and having only one test subject. Experienced
subjects tend to perform better with ERD/ERS-based BCIs and the subject in this master-thesis
is completely näıve to BCIs.

In a survey by Lotte et al. [33], SVM and LDA were specifically recommended to deal with high
dimensionality, outliers and limited amounts of EEG data. SVM performed better than LDA, and
thus SVM was chosen as the machine learning algorithm for this thesis. The MVPC performance
is validated through k-fold cross-validation [59, 60].

5.1.6 Validation of MI command extraction

Validation of the MI command extraction is done manually, by visual inspection of the PSD. The
PSD of all trials are averaged task-wise, and then compared in graphs (or plots). The plots show
the full averaged trial of each task including a baseline. The baseline is the PSD one second before
the task onset. A task-related brain activity pattern should be consistent and similar in most trials.
By averaging all trials task-wise, these patterns should be visible as ERD or ERS occuring after
the task onset. Artifacts, such as blinks, are hypothesized to be evenly distributed over the session,
and averaging will remove most of their influence in the PSD. If ERD/ERS can be observed for all
tasks, induced by the cue onset, then this indicates that the features do correlate with the brain
activity patterns generated during MI.

5.2 Robot Controller

The robot controller consists of a finite state automaton direct controller, a context-based filter
autonomous controller, and a complex dynamic shared controller with additional static regulariza-
tion based on external performance parameters. The direct controller and autonomous controller
velocities are linearly combined in the shared controller to a final output velocity. The output ve-
locity from the shared controller is interpolated from precious velocity to the new desired velocity
for smooth driving, and generalized through standardized ROS messages for robot platform inde-
pendence. Modularity is achieved by using the ROS-infrastructure during the system design. The
discrete low throughput data of the BCI can easily be replaced with other similar data to control
the robot, such as eye-movement or speech. The controller subsystems can be replaced with other
subsystems that follow the same interconnection, i.e. substituting the autonomous controller with
an alternative navigational assisting system for different controller behaviour.

5.2.1 Direct Controller

Goehring et al. [50] show that adjustable velocities decrease oscillated driving. However, from
presented lateral error results in the paper published by Goehring et al. it seems like the user is
having difficulties in fine steering adjustments due to the fixed step size of steering angle. This
master-thesis’ direct controller have an exponential increase and decrease in step size of desired
translational and rotational velocity which enables small displacement adjustments as well as larger
manoeuvrability. Both the translational and rotational velocity of the direct controller can be
maintained at certain desired values but will eventually decrease. The decrease is a function of time,
user dedication towards the specific direction and/or perceived surroundings based on available
information. Decreasing velocities counteract collisions caused by constant forward motion as
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presented by Chae et al. [6], but maintaining the desired velocity decreases user fatigue otherwise
appearing in strategies presented by Tanaka et al. [48]. These above mentioned behaviours are
modelled in the finite state automaton which takes the classified EEG data as input for state
transitioning. Multidimensional manoeuvring is achieved through separating the translational
velocity from the rotational velocity in different states and maintaining each at desired levels
separately. This design also enables rotating in place.

5.2.2 Autonomous Controller

The autonomous controller used in this thesis is an adaptation of the context-based filter proposed
by Vanacker et al. [5]. The context-based filter in its original form derives a probability distribution
from perceived environment, where openings and walls in a laser scan plot have high and low
probability, respectively. In order to use a dynamic servo-level shared control system, both the
direct and autonomous controller must propose a velocity vector. The adapted context-based
filter used in this master-thesis proposes the direction of the most probable opening as its desired
trajectory, where the most probable opening is assumed to be the closest opening to the current
robot trajectory. Consequently, the opening which direction has the least angular difference to the
current robot velocity vector. Additional to the context-based filter, the shared control system has
a NAF (used in the shared DWA solution proposed by Iñigo et al. [45]) for collision detection and
prevention.

5.2.3 Shared Controller

Vanacker et al. [5] show that the context-based filtered shared control improves driving performance
when the BCI performance is low. However, disagreement between user and autonomous control
driving strategies cause undesired behaviour. For example, Vanacker et al. [5] describes that users
have difficulties turning 180 degrees in a corridor, as the context-based filter finds that behaviour
unlikely. Tonin et al. [53] explains how more experienced BCI users deliver mental commands at a
higher frequency than inexperienced ones, which reflects a will to be in total control of the robot.

Because of the above mentioned reasons, a dynamic servo-level shared controller is applied to
this thesis robot controller, where the influence of the direct and autonomous control is regularized.
The shared controller regularization follows the shared control design with both static and dynamic
regularization parameters as proposed by Poncela et. al [7]. The static parameter is based on
the individual user’s BCI performance, whereas the dynamic parameter is based on the user’s
dedication to control at every time instance. In addition to the performance and dedication weight
parameters, the shared controller also regularizes the influence based on environmental changes,
namely increase and decrease in number of openings perceived by the laser-scanner.

5.3 Experimental Test Setup

This master-thesis uses different simulated environments as experimental test setups to evaluate
the developed brain-actuated system. During the test setup, the subject is asked to manoeuvre a
telepresence mobile robot along a predefined path in a predefined map. On the path are docking
waypoints in which the subject is asked to stop in front of. The above mentioned task is referred
to as a mission. A total of two different paths are used, meaning there are two different missions
for each subject. Additionally, every mission is repeated 15 times. Each mission is performed,
per repetition, in four different test cases: (0) with a reference joystick controller, (i) with the
complete robot controller developed in this master thesis without control signal noise, (ii) with the
complete robot controller developed in this master thesis with control signal noise derived from
the BCI MVPC validated performance, and (iii) with the complete robot controller developed in
this master thesis with control signal noise corresponding to estimated future performance (ideal
noise). Test case 0, or test case R, is the aforementioned as the reference test case. Each mission
has a maximum allowed time that when bypassed will count the current mission as failed. Both
quantitative and qualitative data are derived from measurements during the mission. The joystick
controller is used as a reference controller to the developed robot controller, a method previously
used in other shared controller system validations [45]. The joystick reference is motivated by its
well known and intuitive control device.
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5.4 Validation and Verification of the Robot Controller

Standardized methods for evaluating brain-actuated robots has not yet been established [2]. This
Master-thesis will use quantified measurements commonly appearing in previous research from
the experimental test setup together with a brief qualitative analysis. The velocity output of the
robot controller is described as the standardized ROS [54] data type for velocity vectors which
is applicable to several off-the-shelf robot platforms. The quantified measurements derived from
the experimental test setups are: (i) distance travelled [m], (ii) obstacle collisions, (iii) mission
completion time [s], (iv) mean lateral error to docking waypoints [m], (v) mean angular error to
docking waypoints [degrees], (vi) accuracy of correctly executed intersections, and (vii) number
of predicted mental commands. Additional data sets are derived from the above mentioned mea-
surements: (iix) predicted mental commands per second, (ix) lateral error to the reference path
[m], (x) angular error to the reference controller path [degrees], (xi) mission completion time com-
pared to reference controller [s], and (xii) distance traveled compared to reference controller [m].
These measurements are averaged over all repetition for each succeeded mission, and additionally
averaged over all missions. The units used for each distance and time data is meters and seconds,
respectively. A qualitative analysis of the actual path taken and actual commands received by
the controller is used as an addition to the quantified measurements. The selection of mission
repetition for qualitative evaluation will include both anomal and typical robot behaviour. The
focus of the validation and verification of the robot controller is quantitative. The goal is to assure
a high performance robot controller design through experimental testing in different simulation
environments, which can used in further research of brain-actuated robots.

The general performance of the robot controller is achieved by comparing test case (i) to
the reference test case. Consequently, acquiring the performance difference between the optimal
joystick controller and the developed controller. Conclusions of how well the controller operate
with unreliable control data is done by comparing over-all performance of missions completed
successfully with (test cases (ii) and (iii)) and without noise (test case (i)). This is done both on
a separate mission to mission basis but also the average over all missions using mean, standard
deviation and median values. Test case (ii) results will show the current state of the complete
system, whereas test case (iii) highlights the feasibility of the controller in future implementations.
By using the different induced noise levels of test cases (i) to (iii), weaknesses and strengths in
the robot controller design can be discovered in an early stage of development. The mission test
case without noise can be used to find undesired behaviour in the controller that is not noise-
related. This is important as previous research in brain-actuated robots have shown that both
BCI-performance and subject driving skills affect the overall controller behaviour [5]. The test
cases where noise is induced can be used to find performance decreasing behaviour related to
noise. The simulation-based validation and verification of the robot controller is crucial to ensures
a proper robot controller design before proceeding with real BCI testing. The difference in number
of control commands over the different test cases is used to evaluate the shared controller effect on
user fatigue. Designing the system using the ROS infrastructure enables modularity and platform
independence.
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6 Limitations

This master thesis is a pilot study that consists of one subject (one of the authors) and is 20 weeks
long. Previous research in this area has shown that ERD/ERS BCI control of machines takes a long
time to learn and that individual subject’s BCI performance improves over time [2, 5, 25]. Some
studies show that training periods for up to 5 months [25] have been used, which for obvious reasons
are not feasible in a 20 week project where the focus is on developing and implementing the overall
system design. Due to the above mentioned constraints, this master-thesis will not perform online
BCI validation. However, this master-thesis properly investigates the robot controller performance
in different test cases with different level of noise. This is a crucial step towards online BCI
validation as weaknesses in the robot controller that are separated from the BCI-system may be
eliminated at an early stage of development. As an end result a fully developed system with the
possibility to perform proper online BCI-testing will be proposed and used in future research at
Mälardalen University.
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7 Design

An overview of the complete system is visualized in figure 1. EEG data from the subject is recorded
while the subject performs a mental task. The signal is pre-processed and classified into control
commands (Forward, left, right, back and unknown) in the BCI. The robot controller receives
classified mental control commands from the BCI and sensor information from the mobile robot.
The sensor information and the input from the BCI is merged and a final control command is
generated. This control command is sent to the mobile robot subsequently changing the current
velocity of the robot. The robot, the environment and the end goal is shown on a monitor to
the subject. The system is developed such that the BCI, the controller and the mobile robot are
modular. The BCI can be replaced with, for example, another BCI or a hand controller.

Figure 1: A simplified overview of the complete system. EEG is measured from the subject and
classified. The classes are interpreted as commands in the controller to manoeuvre the mobile
robot. Intelligent systems use feedback from sensors on the robot to assist with the navigation.

In this thesis, the subject does not control the mobile robot with an online BCI. Instead, the
unreliable commands from the BCI is simulated in the verification of the controller by adding
a noise based on the confusion matrix from the classifier. The confusion matrix (also known as
error matrix or matching matrix) is a matrix which shows details of the accuracy. In a five-class
problem, a classifier can predict incorrectly on four different classes. The error rate for each
individual incorrect class can be very different from the others, and these specific details are shown
in a confusion matrix. An example is seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2: This is an example of a confusion matrix. This confusion matrix was generated in
Matlabs Classification Learner toolbox, using a linear SVM. The data used was from the subject
from day 2, all five sessions. Both the average performance and details of error rates are shown in
this matrix. The column to the right shows the percent of correct classifications for each class.
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7.1 EEG data acquisition

One healthy subject with no prior experience of BCI systems participated in this experiment.
The Brain Products ActiCHamp used in combination with actiCAP active electrodes was used to
measure the brain activity patterns. This EEG data acquisition system has 64 channels distributed
according to the 10/10 system with the following modifications. Channel 27 (FT10) is repositioned
under the right eye and is used to measure vertical eye activity. This is done by comparison with
channel 32 (Fp2), which is located right above the right eye on the actiCAP. Reference to the
actiCAP sensors is recommended to be distant from the sensors where main effects are expected.
Main effects are expected around Cz (top of the head). The averaged mastoids (the bone behind
ear) or earlobes are typical references, but are close enough to the brain to measure brain activity.
The nose is prone to EoG artifacts, but since EoG is measured and manually removed, the nose
is a valid choice of reference. Channel 5 (FT9) is repositioned on the left nose wing and is used
as reference for all sensors on the actiCAP and channel 27. The impedance of each sensor is
kept below 20 kOhm during the experiment. The signals acquired are recorded and stored using
BrainVision PyCorder, a python-based open-source acquisition software.

Five different mental tasks are used in this setup, as can be visualized in figure 3. There are
four motor imagery tasks: right hand, left hand, right foot and tongue. The fifth task is relax,
meaning that the subject should rest his/her mind and just focus on the monitor. Note that the
subject should always be relaxed in their body, and the relax task refers to the brain activity. The
activity of these tasks are dictated by symbols shown on the monitor. Three symbols are used in
each trial: relax, cue and task. They are presented in fixed order as seen in figure 4. The symbols
are small and positioned in the center of the monitor to minimize risk of eye movement when a
new symbol is presented. The first symbol is a white dot (figure 3, top left) which informs the
subject to relax. The second symbol consists of a grey dot with an arrow (figure 3, middle and
right column) pointing up, left, down or right. Each direction corresponds to an MI task: Up is
feet, right is right arm, left is left arm and down is tongue. The arrow is shown for only one half
second, but the grey dot (figure 3, bottom left) remains for the whole duration. The reason for
removing the arrow is to minimize visual stimuli during MI task. The arrow is a clear way to
instruct the subject which task should be performed, but a dot is enough to let the subject know
for how long the task should be performed. Since the dot is identical for all tasks, the stimulus
from the dot will also be identical for all tasks, and the information found in the brain activity
patterns is more likely to be of the MI task. The position of the dot and ring is static in order to
help the subject minimize eye movement. The subject is instructed to fixate the dot throughout
the entire task.

To acquire training data, each subject watches a monitor while being completely relaxed in the
body. The trial starts with the relax cue followed by the task cue, as seen in figure 4. One session
contains 25 trials per task, totalling 100 trials per session. The trials are presented randomly to
avoid forecasting. Forecasting is when a subject can anticipate which task is next and preparatory
brain activity is shown before the cue is presented. If the tasks are presented in a fixed order, then
the subject is prone to forecasting and the task-related brain activity may begin earlier than the
task onset. The above described data acquisition sequence is designed as a game in the graphical
game-engine Unity 3D. The acquired game time-stamps the occurrence of each cue in the EEG-
data.

7.2 Pre-processing of EEG signals

PyCorder saves all data as four files: .eeg, .vhdr, .vmrk and .txt. These files contain all the
EEG-data and information concerning the recorded data. The goal of the pre-processor is to filter
artifacts and build a structure to allow easy management of the separate trials for the MVPC.

The pre-processing stage loads the content of the first three files and converts them into Matlab
structures in the Matlab workspace. This is done using EEGlab [61], an open source environment
for electrophysiological signal processing. The load function pop loadbv.m was used to extract all
data to a Matlab struct named EEG. This struct contains all data from the session, information
about the channel locations and information about the time-stamped events from the session. A
correction of events is made using a light sensor to register more precise time of events.
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Figure 3: Upper left: The ring is the symbol for relax. The arrows right, left, up and down are
cues for the MI tasks right hand, left hand, feet and tongue respectively. The dot is a symbol for
MI task activity. The subject will perform the task for as long as the dot remains on the monitor.

Figure 4: One data acquisition trial, or one epoch. Each epoch starts with the relax symbol (ring)
being shown on the monitor. After 3 seconds, the task-specific symbol is shown (arrow) to signal
the subject to begin the task. This is know as the cue, and the time it is shown is known as the
cue onset. The cue is shown for 0.5 seconds and is then replaced with the task symbol (dot) for
four seconds. The subject will perform the MI task until the end of the trial. When the next data
acquisition trial begins, the task symbol is replaced with the relax symbol again.

7.2.1 Filtering

Several filters are applied to the EEG data. First, a bandpass filter is applied ranging from 2 Hz
to 40 Hz. The range of interest is 4 Hz to 30 Hz but a margin is added to avoid edge artifacts in
the frequency spectrum of interest. This bandpass filter automatically removes power line noise of
50 Hz.

7.2.2 Artifact Removal

Independent component analysis (ICA) is performed using the the function ’pop runica’ in the
Matlab EEGlab toolbox. The function can detect up to 62 independent components in the EEG
data. The component generated by blinking can be visually detected, an example is seen in figure
5. A typical EOG component can be seen in figure 5, as the typical EOG blink component is seen
in the anterior channels [62]. Typical for blinks are: the component activity decreases rapidly with
distance from the eyes, and high amplitude spikes can be seen in the raw data figure 5. Components
can then be removed using the ’pop subcomp’ function from the EEGlab toolbox. To inspect the
effects of the blink component removal, vertical EOG data is monitored using the additional sensor
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Figure 5: This is a typical blink component. The transfer of the blink decreases rapidly with the
distance from the eyes, as can be seen in the top plot (upper left). The blink component is seen
as high amplitude spikes in the raw data, randomly distributed in time, as seen in the continuous
data plot (upper right). The blink component is most present in the lower frequencies, which can
be seen in the power-frequency graph in the bottom of this figure. Data from the second session
was used to generate this figure.

on the right cheek and measuring the potential difference to sensor Fp2, which is located above
the right eye. The output measured at these sensors can be seen in figure 6a. Channel C3 is used
as example to show the effects of a blink in the EEG data, seen in figure 6b. By inspecting the
components, the typical blink component can be found and removed from the data, as seen in
figure 6c. Any trials with clear EoG artifacts are removed manually. An example of this can be
seen in figure 6 The introduced bias and reduced number of trials are motivated by the increase in
accuracy of the classifier.

7.2.3 Feature Extraction

The frequency spectrum is subdivided into 20 frequency bands, spaced logarithmically from 4 Hz
to 30 Hz. The Morlet Wavelet transform is used to estimate the power within each band. 62
channels are used for brain pattern classification. Thus, each feature vector has the dimensionality
of 1240 (62 x 20).

The wavelet transform preserves temporal information and allows time frequency plots to be
generated. The activity of each MI task was averaged and plotted in graphs for occular inspection
of informative frequency bands. An example can be seen in figure 7, which shows channel C3. In
the figure, the time scale is -1000 ms to 4000 ms, and the cue for an MI task is shown at 0 ms.
The power scale is logarithmic and divided by a baseline at -1200 ms to -200 ms. In this figure,
a strong and broad-banded ERD can be seen around 9 Hz for Right arm, Tongue, and Left arm.
Feet has a lesser ERD at 9 Hz and a narrow-banded and strong ERD between 7.2 Hz and 9 Hz.
Relax show no activity at all. After examining all channels, new frequency bands were set. The
exact frequencies can be seen in table 1.

7.3 Multivariate Pattern Classification (MVPC)

Six different SVMs are tested against each other: Linear SVM using OVO, linear SVM using OVR,
quadratic SVM using OVO, quadratic SVM using OVR, cubic SVM using OVO and cubic SVM
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Figure 6: These figures show the effects in the EEG data when the blink component is removed. a)
To the left: Vertical EOG activity is measured between sensor Fp2 and an external sensor under
the right eye. The plot shows the output during the time when the subject blinks. Note that
the amplitude axis differs in this image since the EOG amplitude is much larger when measured
over the eye. b) In the middle: The voltage measured in channel C3 at the time when the subject
blinks. c) To the right: The same channel and time as (b), but the blink component has been
removed.

using OVR. The difference between linear, quadratic and cubic SVM is the hyperplane function
used to separate the classes. The linear classifiers show high performance, most likely due to their
robustness to small data sets and non-stationary data.

7.3.1 Classification

Classification performance is measured using cross-validation with five folds and then averaging the
accuracy over all five folds. SVM is tested using both OVO and OVR techniques. Three types of
SVMs are tested: linear, quadratic and cubic. Matlabs Classification Learner toolbox can generate
and train SVMs. The cross-validation is set in the Classification Learner, which also generates
several informative plots. The confusion matrix reveals the distribution of erroneous predictions.
Using this matrix, the tasks can be re-evaluated for better performance of the classifier. Changing
the protocol for data acquisition must be done with great consideration, because the data base is
limited and the classifier must have data from identically performed tasks. For example, a subject
performs MI task of right arm by imagining a stretched out arm. The following session, the subject
instead performs this MI task imagines a waving motion of the arm. If this was the case, then the
classifier may fail to recognize the right arm from the two different sessions. Consistency must be
maintained between sessions in order to successfully train the classifier.

The performance of classifiers are the primary measure for evaluating filtering methods. Dimen-
sion reduction, independent component removal and most informative window size are compared
using the performance of the classifier.
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Figure 7: Shows the PSD of subject A, day 2. By visual inspection and evaluation, frequency
bands were combined and averaged to find a reduced set of features.

Table 1: The PSD is calculated using Morlet Wavelets. The left column shows the peak frequency
of each wavelet calculated before dimension reduction and the column to the right shows the
combined frequency bands A to G. Combination is done by averaging the power of all frequencies
in each band.

Peak frequencies of wavelets Averaged frequency bands
4.0000 Hz A
4.4475 Hz A
4.9451 Hz A
5.4983 Hz A
6.1134 Hz A
6.7973 Hz A
7.5578 Hz B
8.4033 Hz B
9.3434 Hz B
10.3887 Hz C
11.5510 Hz C
12.8432 Hz D
14.2801 Hz D
15.8776 Hz E
17.6540 Hz E
19.6290 Hz F
21.8250 Hz F
24.2666 Hz G
26.9815 Hz G
30.0000 Hz G
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Figure 8: The robot controller system design. The large square in the center of the figure corre-
sponds to the robot controller, whereas the smaller ellipses to the left and right hand side correspond
to the BCI and robot system, respectively. Within the robot controller are three subsystems: the
direct controller, the autonomous controller and the shared controller. The black arrows within
the model corresponds to input and output data within the subsystems.

7.4 Robot Controller

The robot controller is the complete system between the BCI system and the actuated robot
(see figure 1). It consists of three subsystems: (i) the direct controller, (ii) the autonomous con-
troller and (iii) the shared controller. The direct controller and autonomous controller subsystems
both outputs a velocity vector which are received by the shared controller subsystem. The direct
controllers velocity vector is a function of the BCI predicted mental commands, whereas the au-
tonomous controllers velocity vector is a function of the laser range finder scan data. The two
velocity vectors are merged into a single velocity vector within the shared controller. Each of
the subsystems are modeled as a separate ROS-node and coupled together using standard ROS
message types. figure 8 show the complete robot controller system design and its internal connec-
tions. The system design simplifies modularity since any of the subsystems can be replaced with
a different ROS node that uses the same input/output structure.

7.4.1 Direct Controller

The direct controller is the human-operated controller of the robot controller system which re-
ceives user input from the BCI, perceptual information from the shared controller (if available)
and outputs a two-dimensional velocity vector of translational velocity vdc and angular velocity
ωdc. figure 9 show the direct controller black-box system design. Received input of predicted men-
tal commands is either forward, backward, left, right or unknown commands, hereafter mentioned
as F, B, L, R and U commands respectively. The perceptual information received from the shared
controller is a flag corresponding to whether the current trajectory is collision free or not. The
ROS message type of the predicted mental commands are five std msgs/Boolean signals, where
each signal corresponds to a specific command (F, B, L, R and U). The perceptual information is
also of ROS message type std msgs/Boolean. The output velocity vector is of ROS message type
geometry msgs/Twist, a commonly used data type for many ROS compatible robot platforms. The
direct controller is modelled as two separate timed finite state automatons, one for translational
velocity and one for angular velocity. One automaton time unit is interpreted as each received
input command. Each of the two separate automatons contains two states for positive or negative
direction with an additional state for zero velocity. The states for each individual automaton is zero
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Figure 9: Direct controller system blackbox with the arrows to the left corresponding to the system
input and the arrow to the right system output.

Figure 10: Simplified automaton system design for the direct controller. The predicted mental
command system input is seen on the left hand side of the model, whereas the velocity vector
output on the right hand side. The predicted mental command input transition the state machines
for translational and rotational velocity. Both state machines contain zero-, constant- and release
velocity states for both positive and negative velocities.

velocity state together with a constant velocity state and a release velocity state for each direction
respectively. Figure 10 shows a simplified model of the direct controller automaton system. The
automatons work similarly to each other but in parallel, to allow maintaining a desired velocity
in each dimension independent of the other. Each automaton have their own generic parameters
and table 2 and 3 presents a complete list of all tunable local parameters and a brief description
of each one. The parameters have been set according to the explorative and iterative engineering
methodology previously described in section 5. Translational velocity and angular velocity is inter-
nally described in the direct controller system as a discrete value pair (v, ω) between the minimum
and maximum rotation and translation limit (defined in table 2 and 3), respectively. The direct
controller was designed in Simulink with the Robot System Toolbox for ROS compatibility [54]
and Stateflow for automaton simulation. The direct controller was designed with the following
features in focus: (i) Smooth trajectories, (ii) Intuitive control, (iii) Non-posture limitation, (iv)
Robustness to false-positive data, (v) Fatigue preventing and (vi) Modular.

In the zero velocity state (figure 10) the velocity for the corresponding dimension to the au-
tomaton (translational or angular) is of zero value. Transitioning from zero velocity to a constant
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Table 2: Tunable local parameters for translational velocity states

Parameter Description Used value

+dF
Step size of velocity increase when forward command
is received during positive translational velocity.

1.5

-dF
Step size of velocity decrease when backward command
is received during positive translational velocity.

1.5

dMBF
Step size of velocity decrease for each time instance
during release forward velocity state.

0.25

accThF
Time threshold of timed invariant for leaving forward
acceleration state.

4

mbThF
Time threshold of timed invariant for leaving
forward constant velocity state.

8

vMax Maximum velocity step value. 4

+dB
Step size of velocity decrease when backward command
is received during negative translational velocity.

1

-dB
Step size of velocity increase when forward command
is received during negative translational velocity.

1

dMBB
Step size of velocity increase for each time instance
during release backward velocity state.

0.25

accThB
Time threshold of timed invariant for leaving backward
acceleration state.

4

mbThB
Time threshold of timed invariant for leaving
backward constant velocity state.

8

vMin Minimum velocity step value. 4

accCountF
Amount of commands needed for successfull forward
acceleration.

1

accCountB
Amount of commands needed for successfull backward
acceleration.

1

Table 3: Tunable local parameters for rotational velocity states

Parameter Description Used value

+dR
Step size of velocity decrease when right command
is received during negative rotational velocity.

1.5

-dR
Step size of velocity increase when right command
is received during negative rotational velocity.

1.5

+dL
Step size of velocity increase when right command
is received during positive rotational velocity.

1.5

-dL
Step size of velocity decrease when right command
is received during positive rotational velocity.

1.5

dMBRot
Step size of velocity increase/decrease during any
release rotational velocity state.

2

accThRot
Time threshold of timed invariant for leaving any
rotational acceleration state.

5

mbThRot
Time threshold of timed invariant for leaving
any rotational constant velocity state.

5

wAmmount
Both maximum and minimum ammount of rotational
velocity steps.

4

accCountW
Amount of commands needed for any successfull
rotational acceleration.

1
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Figure 11: Concept of transition between zero, constant and release velocity states. The black
arrows connecting two shapes corresponds to state transitions whereas the black arrows pointing
on shapes defines initial states. If an acceleration is succesfully completed within the zero velocity
state, transition to constant velocity state occurs.

velocity is done upon a complete acceleration. Figure 12 presents the acceleration state machine.
Acceleration is done when receiving multiple commands for the current velocity direction (F for
positive translational, B for negative translational, L for positive angular or R for negative an-
gular) within a certain time threshold. The number of needed correct commands to accelerate
after an initiated acceleration, as well as the time threshold, are local generic parameters as seen
in table 2 and 3. Acceleration is also the initial state within the constant velocity state. Conse-
quently, the current state when transitioning from zero to constant velocity will be the acceleration
state, making it possible to further increase the velocity with consecutive commands. However, a
complete acceleration in the constant velocity state will not contribute to a state transition, but
increases the translational or angular velocity. This is conceptualized in figure 11. Transitioning
from the constant velocity state to the release velocity state can occur in two ways. The first via
a timed invariant. The timer for the constant velocity state invariant is reset upon every initiated
acceleration, as seen in figure 12. However, for constant positive translational velocity, a transition
guard prevents transitioning via the timed invariant if the path forward is clear (as interpreted by
the shared controller and received as the perceptual information system input). The second type
of transition from the constant velocity to the release velocity state is if a command correspond-
ing to the inverse current velocity is received (i.e. B command when the translational velocity is
positive), in which the velocity is decreased by a static value before transitioning. The static value
is defined in table 2. Consequently, if there are no obstacles present in front of the robot, the
constant positive translational velocity will be maintained until either a B command is received
or the shared controller interprets an obstacle collision in the current trajectory. In the release
velocity state the velocity is decreased by a fixed value (table 2) for every time step until it reaches
zero value. A transition back to zero velocity state occurs when the velocity is of zero or less
than zero value. Releasing the velocity can be interrupted by a command in current direction, in
which the automaton will transition back to constant velocity state. The acquired velocity when
transitioning back from released velocity state to constant velocity state is the minimum value
of the previous velocity (when transitioned from constant velocity state) and the ceiling value of
the current reduced velocity, as described in equation 7 and 8. This means that in addition to
interrupting the velocity release, previous constant velocity can be acquired if the velocity was
released for only a brief period of time. However, the velocity can never be increased further than
the previous constant velocity by interrupting the release of velocity.

v = min(vprev, ceil(vcurrent)) (7)

ω = min(ωprev, ceil(ωcurrent)) (8)

where (vcurrent, ωcurrent) and (vprev, ωprev) are the current velocity and previous velocity when
transition to release velocity state occurred, respectively. The output velocity from the direct con-
troller is mapped according to predefined mapping functions, as seen in figure 10. Possible velocity
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Figure 12: The state machine for performing an acceleration. The state machine is executed as
follows. A) A command corresponding to the current velocity direction is received and acceleration
is initiated. B) Another consecutive command of the same type is received but the criteria of needed
acceleration commands is not met. C) The criteria of needed acceleration commands is met and
acceleration is completed, increasing the velocity. D) Acceleration timed out.

limits can be set for both translation and rotation separately within the mapping functions. In this
thesis, an exponential increased mapping in the velocity range of [-1, 1] m/s is used for translation
and a linear increased mapping in the range [-1, 1] rad/s for rotation. The exponential increase of
translational velocity is to allow small robot displacement with few commands, but quickly acquire
higher velocity with additional consecutive times. However, exponential increase for rotational
velocity decreased controller performance during iterative testing. Overshooting intersection turns
was more common when using exponential increase of rotational velocity compared to linear. Con-
sequently, this master-thesis use linear mapping of rotational velocity. Equation 9, 10, 11 and 12
describes the normalization and exponential mapping of the internal velocity parameter to output
velocity. An example is if the translational limits are between -4 and 4, thus an internal transla-
tional velocity of 2 would be 0,25 m/s and -4 would be -1 m/s, respectively. The output velocity
is extrapolated from previous discrete time steps value to the current time step’s value.

v > 0 : vdc =
v2

v2max

(9)

v < 0 : vdc =
v2

v2min

(10)

ω > 0 : ωdc =
ω2

ω2
max

(11)

ω < 0 : ωdc =
ω2

ω2
min

(12)

where [vmin, vmax] and [ωmin, ωmax] are the predefined ranges, (vdc, ωdc) the output velocity
vector and (v, ω) the internal velocity parameters. Figure 13 show an example of how the internal
velocity parameter changes over a sequence of commands. Through this direct controller design the
design goals specified in section 7.4.1 are achieved as follows. Smooth trajectories (i) are achieved
by extrapolating previous and current desired discrete velocity together with the possibility to
control translational and angular velocity which gives a smooth trajectory in two-dimensions. By
being able to maintain desired velocity for a longer period of time for both translational and
angular velocity independent of the other the goal of intuitive control (ii) is addressed. The
posture-limitation (iii) is repealed by controlling velocities rather than discrete step sizes as seen
in previous control strategies and the possibility to reduce (or interrupt) a current velocity by a
command corresponding to negative velocity for that direction provides an unrestricted posture
space. False-positive data (iv) is filtered using consecutive successful commands together with a
timed invariant when increasing velocities. The amount of needed commands are minimized by
maintaining desired velocities for certain time periods or until an object is detected thus lowering
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Figure 13: The velocity parameter value for translational velocity over a sequence of commands.
The model starts in the zero velocity state. At A, an F-command is received, starting the ac-
celeration. At B, an additional F-command is received, thus completing the acceleration and
transitioning to constant velocity state. Between C and D, enough U-commands are received to
transition to the release velocity state via the timed invariant. At E, consecutive F-commands
are received and the release velocity state is interrupted thus persevering the previous constant
velocity. At F, a B-command is received and immediately reducing the velocity and transitioning
to the release velocity state (G).

the risk of fatigue (v). Lastly, by using the ROS infrastructure with standardized data types for
communication with robot and other subsystems (e.g the shared controller) the system achieves
modularity (v). The direct controller is fully functional in both the presence and the absence of the
autonomous controller and shared controller, although using the complete robot controller system
is highly recommended for optimal performance.

7.4.2 Autonomous Controller

The autonomous controller is an additional assisting controller to the direct controller. The main
concept with the autonomous controller is to prevent fatal or malfunctioning behaviour caused by
false positives in the classified BCI data or erroneous user behaviour, and to provide navigational
assistance and collision avoidance to the user. The autonomous controller system is designed in
Mathworks Matlab software environment with the Robot System Toolbox for ROS compatibility.
The design goals for the autonomous controller was to (i) provide navigational assistance to the user
by reducing needed user command thus lowering user fatigue, and (ii) provide safe manoeuvring
and reduce collisions.

The autonomous controller proposes a velocity vector (v, ω) based on a predefined strategy
using extracted features from a 180 degree laser range-finder scan and the current robot velocity.
In addition to the proposed velocity vector, the autonomous controller provides collision avoidance
to the current robot trajectory through a NAF filter. The autonomous controller also provides
change of information in the environment. All of these autonomous controller outputs are sent to
the shared controller. Figure 14 describes the system black box of the autonomous controller.

All input and output to/from the system is performed by subscribing (input) and publishing
(output) [54] standardized ROS data types to ROS-topics. The input is described as std msgs/LaserScan
for the laser scanner range data, published by the robot simulation node and the current robot
velocity as geometry msgs/Twist published by the shared controller. The output is described as
the same velocity vector data type (geometry msgs/Twist) for the proposed autonomous controller
velocity and std msgs/Int16 for the environmental information.

The strategy used to propose a velocity vector finds the most probable opening in the environ-
ment based on current velocity and direct controller desired velocity, and sets a proposed vector
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Figure 14: Autonomous controller system blackbox with the arrows to the left corresponding to
the system input and the arrow to the right system output

towards that opening. An opening is determined as a set of laser scan rays whose range is above a
predefined threshold T, where the rays span a large enough area to fit the robot plus an additional
safety margin. In this thesis, a distance threshold of 3 meters is used. Figure 15 shows two possible
openings, where the blue line corresponds to a valid opening but the purple one corresponds to an
opening not wide enough for the robot to maneuver through. Equation 13 describes the width O of
an arbitrary opening. The output perceived environment information of the autonomous controller
system is described as the number of filtered openings.

Figure 15: Two openings percieved by the laser range finder. The purple opening seen on the right
hand side of the robot is evaluated as too narrow for the robot to pass, thus will not be accounted
for in finding the most probable opening. The variables l1 and l2 correspond to the lengths of the
two laser rays defining the opening, and t1 and t2 their angles.

O =
√
l21 + l22 + l1 · l2 · cos(t2 − t1) (13)

The opening that is considered as the most probable is the opening with the smallest angular
error to the current velocity of the robot. The velocity vector corresponding to the most probable
opening, thus the proposed velocity vector of the autonomous controller, can be either of two
different cases. The first case, when the closest opening laser-ray distance is lower than a static
threshold To, the velocity vector is a vector of length one with an angle corresponding to the middle
angle of the opening in the robot local coordinate system. The second case, when the closest
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opening laser-ray distance is larger than To, instead proposes a vector of length one pointing to
the middle opening length. This is done to achieve wider turns around obstacles when obstacles
are close to the robot and less angular correction when obstacles are far away. Figure 16 describes
the two different vector cases.

Figure 16: Two examples of different proposed vectors (green vector) based on the opening laser-
ray (red dotted vector) distance. In the first case (left), both laser-rays distances are above the
threshold To (blue line) and the proposed vector point to the middle angle of the opening (green
circle). In the second case (right), one laser-ray distance is below the threshold To and the proposed
vector is pointing towards the middle of the opening.

7.4.3 Shared Controller

The shared controller is the weighted linear combination of the direct and autonomous controller
velocities, resulting in a final velocity vector which is translated to motor commands for the robot
platform. The shared controller system input consists of the direct and autonomous controller
velocity, current observed openings (received from the autonomous controller), and last predicted
mental command from the BCI. The shared controller is designed in Mathworks Simulink with the
Robot System Toolbox for ROS compatibility. Figure 17 describes the blackbox system architecture
for the shared controller. All input and output to/from the system is performed by subscribing
(input) and publishing (output) [54] standardized ROS data types to ROS-topics. The input is
described as geometry msgs/Twist for the direct and autonomous controller velocity, published by
the direct and autonomous controller, respectively. The amount of perceived openings is published
by the autonomous controller of type std msgs/Int16. The predicted mental commands and laser
scan data is received by publishing to the same topics as the direct controller and autonomous
controller for each data.

The shared controller was designed to provide safe and reliable manoeuvring whilst maintaining
user involvement and authority over the robot. The desired behaviour of the shared controller to
achieve was to (i) prevent oscillating drive during forward trajectories, (ii) minimize needed user
commands, (iii) make the user the main decision-maker in controlling the robot, and (vi) assist the
user in manuevering towards the user-decided goal. To achieve this, the shared controller output
velocity is computed through equation 14, 15 and 16,

θsc = α · βdc · θdc + (1− α) · βac · θac (14)
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Figure 17: Shared Controller system blackbox. The arrows to the left of the box corresponds to
system input, whereas the arrows to the right of the box corresponds to system output.

l = max(lmax, |(vdc, wdc)|) (15)

(vsc, ωsc) = l · (sin(θsc), cos(θsc)) (16)

where vdc and ωdc, and vac and ωac are the translational and rotational velocities from the
direct and autonomous controller, respectively. The parameters θdc and θac are the the direct and
autonomous controller velocity vector angles, respectively. Consequently, the shared controller
velocity angle θsc is ranging between [θdc, θac] as a function of α (as can be seen in figure 23). The
individual BCI performance parameters βdc and βac are static, whilst the dynamic regularization
parameter α is based on the frequency of mental commands predicted by the BCI. The βdc and βac
parameters are set to 1 in this master-thesis, as sufficient subject performance analysis have not
been performed to statically regularize influence. However, static regularization has been used in
previous shared control research by Poncela et al. [7] and can be used with this master-thesis robot
controller. The shared control vector norm l is based solely on the direct controllers vector norm,
as seen in other approaches such as the one presented by Li et al. [43]. In equation 15, the shared
control velocity vector norm is limited to a maximum value, which is set to 0.75 in this master-
thesis. Consequently, the maximum translational and rotational velocity are 0.75 m/s and 0.75
rad/s, respectively. By using the direct controller vector norm for the final velocity vector means
that the user has full control over maximum velocities. In addition, the robot will reduce its speed
to turn safely, like any ordinary two-dimensional joystick control would do and an approach used
by Poncela et al. [7]. The two above mentioned features are used because its not desirable to have
the autonomous controller increase the velocity as the user might interpret this as losing control
over the robot. However, slowing down when turning has proven effective during experimental
testing to increase safety [7].

Adjusting Influence The α parameter is logarithmically set in the range [0, 1] according to
equation 17,

α = log k (17)

where k is an integer in the range [1, 10] that increases by one for each F, B, L and R command
received from the BCI and decreases by one for each U command. Consequently, the more predict
commands that correspond to performed MI-tasks give the user increased control over the robot,
whereas no MI-task will give the autonomous controller full control.
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Previous research strategies in brain actuated robots have shown that user timing is crucial
when using a shared controller and that intersection turns are often missed because of too slow
user reaction [21]. Because of this reason, not only user dedication and performance regulates the
influence of the direct and autonomous controller, but also environmental changes. Environmental
changes are derived from the amount of openings input received from the autonomous controller.
An increase in laser-scan openings can be interpreted as the robot reaching a situation where
multiple possible paths are available. When this occurs, the shared controller gives full influence
to the direct controller by setting α to one and reducing the translational velocity. However, this is
not a static change of influence. Once the amount of openings (thus the amount of possible paths)
are reduced to a single one, the influence is shifted to the autonomous controller by setting α to
zero. The desired acquired behaviour is to give the user time and authority to make navigational
decisions through the direct controller but assist in manoeuvring the robot according to the decided
path through the autonomous controller. The direct controller also have full influence when the
robot velocity is zero or below zero. Consequently, the user always have full control of the robot
when starting manoeuvring or manoeuvring backwards. However, the influence decreases if the
user does not actively perform MI tasks. During backward manoeuvring, the autonomous controller
cannot interpret the environment (due to limitations in the laser range finder field of view), which
is why the user is given full influence.

Non-Admissibility Filter Before the final output from the shared controller, the velocity vector
is filtered through a NAF. The main purpose of the NAF is to avoid inevitable collision in the
current robot trajectory by reducing the velocity until either the trajectory is collision free or the
robot stops. This is done in 3 steps: (i) finding the trajectory of the robot, (ii) finding, if any,
the distance to the closest obstacle on the trajectory, (iii) finding the largest velocity vector in a
predefined search-space of vectors that fulfils an admissibility criteria. Compared to the original
NAF used in the DWA proposed by Fox et al. [63], the NAF used in this master-thesis does not
change the trajectory to avoid obstacles. Instead, the NAF reduces the velocity along the current
trajectory, thus generalizes the obstacle avoidance method to a collision avoidance method.

Assuming constant velocities, a mobile robot will move in a circular trajectory defined by
pairs of translational and rotational velocities (v, ω) at any given time with one exception. This
exception is the case where the rotational velocity is equal to zero, in which the robot will follow a
straight forward trajectory. The assumption of constant velocity can be made since at any given
sample time δt the velocity will automatically stay constant as long as no new control commands
are given [64]. The center of the robots circular trajectory, the instantaneous center of rotation
(ICR) [65], is approximated in a global cartesian coordinate frame by equation 18 and 19. Figure
18 show the ICR in the local and global reference frame.

ICRx = x0 +
v

w
· sin(θ0) (18)

ICRy = y0 +
v

w
· cos(θ0) (19)

where x0, y0 and θ0 is the current robot pose in the global coordinate frame, and v and w
the translational and rotational velocity of the robot, respectively. However, as this master-thesis
does not consider any global planning, equation 18 and 19 can be generalized to the local robot
coordinate frame where the robot is in the origin as seen in equation 20 and 21 [65].

ICRx = 0 (20)

ICRy =
v

w
(21)

Since the ICR has zero displacement in x, the radius for the circle is equal to the displacement
in y (as seen in figure 18). Equation 21 is defined for all ω except when ω is zero. In this case the
displacement in y, as well as the radius length, goes to infinity. As previously mentioned, this is
the exception in where the robot moves in a straight forward trajectory.
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Figure 18: ICR in the local robot reference frame for a robot (rectangle) positioned at (x0, y0)
with orientation θ0 in the global reference frame and velocity (v, ω).

The closest obstacle distance along the trajectory can be found by finding the point where
the trajectory and the obstacle intersects. When finding obstacle distances for obstacle avoidance
using a laser range finder, a common way to describe obstacles is to extract line and corner features
from the laser scan point cloud. This is a computationally heavy method, but suitable when robot
localization is needed in the robot navigational system as the above mentioned features can be
used to localize the robot in a global coordinate frame [66]. However, as already mentioned, this
master-thesis does not use any global planning of the robot trajectory, as the global plan is only
in the user controlling the robots perspective. Instead, this master-thesis finds obstacle distances
by looking for points in the laser scan point cloud that are inside a window defined by the current
trajectory. Figure 19 show the window defined by the straight forward trajectory.

The minimum collision distance for straight trajectories is thus the minimum cartesian x-value
of the set of laser scan point that are within the window. However, for circular trajectories a set of
windows are used rather than a single window, where the set of windows are received by iteratively
incrementing the angle θ along the circular trajectory. Figure 20 show the process of finding the
minimum collision distance along a circular trajectory. The angle increment used in this master-
thesis is 0.035 radians (2 degrees). The minimum collision distance for circular trajectories are
defined by equation 22.

distance = θ · r (22)

Which is the equation for arc lengths and θ is the angle for minimum collision distance and r
the radius. The window for each angle increment is defined by four corner points and is described
in figure 21. Knowing the position of the ICR, the radius of the circular trajectory and the width
of the robot, it is possible to derive two additional circles with center in ICR which corresponds to
the outer and inner robot dimensions along the trajectory, as seen in figure 20 and 21. The outer
circle has the radius length of the trajectory increased by half of the robot width whereas the inner
circle has the radius of the trajectory reduced by half of the robot width. The two points P1 and
P2 (figure 21) defines the line between the outer and inner circle from ICR at angle θ, and can be
found through equation 23-26.

P1x = ICRx + (r +
Rwidth

2
) · cos(θ) (23)
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Figure 19: The window to find the closest collision distance in a straight forward trajectory. The
window is defined by four corner points and has a width equal to the robot width and a length equal
to maximum laser scan range. In the left figure no laser scan point of the circle-shaped obstacle is
within the window, whereas in the right image some of the points are within the window.

Figure 20: The process of finding the minimum collision distance on the current circular trajectory
is done by iteratively finding laser scan points within a window corresponding to an incremented
angle along the trajectory. The left figure shows how the window corresponding to approximately
45 degrees does not contain any obstacle laser scan points. However, in the right image the window
corresponding to angle θ contains laser scan points, and thus the angle theta is used as the angle
for minimum collision distance.

P1y = ICRy + (r +
Rwidth

2
) · sin(θ) (24)

P2x = ICRx + (r − Rwidth

2
) · cos(θ) (25)

P2y = ICRx + (r − Rwidth

2
) · sin(θ) (26)

The four corner-points P11, P12, P21 and P22 of the window are received by moving the points
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Figure 21: The green rectangle models the window used to evaluate each angle θ and find if
collision will occur at that trajectory angle. The window is defined by the four cornerpoints P11,
P12, P21 and P22, which are derived from the two points on the trajectory P1 and P2. If no laser
scan points are found within the window, the angle θ is further incremented and a new window is
acquired for evaluation.

P1 and P2 along the orthonormal vector to
−−−→
P1P2 by a predefined tolerance distance, as seen in

equation 27 - 30. The tolerance of the window used in this master-thesis is 0.03 m.

P11 = P1 + tolerance ·
−−−→
P1P2orthonormal (27)

P12 = P1− tolerance ·
−−−→
P1P2orthonormal (28)

P21 = P2 + tolerance ·
−−−→
P1P2orthonormal (29)

P22 = P2− tolerance ·
−−−→
P1P2orthonormal (30)

Once the distance to the closest obstacle collision along the trajectory is found, it is possible
to check admissibility for a vector search-space and thus eventually finding the largest admissible
vector within that set of vectors. The original [63] search-space used for NAF in DWA is a set
of (v,ω) tuples where v and ω ranges between the minimum and maximum possible velocities.
This induces a two-dimensional search problem, where the optimal vector might define a different
trajectory than the current velocity as the ICR changes. This is suitable from an obstacle avoidance
perspective. However, in the case where the difference between an obstacle and a goal can only be
determined by the human controlling the semi-autonomous telepresence robot it is not a feasible
solution. An example is if the user tries to approach a goal which is interpreted as an obstacle by the
laser range finder. The user should still be able to approach the goal without the shared controller
system changing the trajectory to avoid collision. This master-thesis reduces the original DWAs [63]
two-dimensional search space to a one dimensional search space along the current velocity vector’s
direction, which generalizes the obstacle avoidance algorithm to a collision avoidance algorithm.
The vector search-space is created by decreasing the vector norm of the current velocity vector by
a discrete value until the zero vector is acquired, as described in figure 22. This master-thesis uses
a search-space size of 20 velocity vectors.

By reducing the vector norm of the current velocity vector, the relationship defining the ICR in
equation 18 and 19 is intact, thus not changing the course of the robot as each vector in the search-
space corresponds to the same ICR. Admissibility, as in which velocity vector along the trajectory
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Figure 22: Conceptual figure of the velocity vector search-space. The green vector corresponds to
the current velocity (v,ω) recieved after the weighted linear combination of the shared controller.
The dashed line corresponds to the robot trajectory, with the two dashed black lines as the inner
and outer width of the robot along that trajectory. The search-space is a discrete set of vectors
acquired by reducing the vector norm of the current velocity. The red vector corresponds to the first
admissible vector in the search-space, which in this case is the third vector in largest to smallest
order.

can be safely executed to avoid collision, is iteratively evaluated starting with the largest vector
first. The admissibility evaluation criteria for each vector is described in equation 31, which defines
the set of all admissible vectors Va given a search space of v and ω tuples.

Va =
{

(v, ω)|v ≤
√

2 · dist(v, ω) · v̇ ∧ ω ≤
√

2 · dist(v, ω) · ω̇
}

(31)

Where v̇ and ω̇ is the maximum acceleration for breaking (set to 0.3 and 0.6 for this master-
thesis, respectively). The first vector in the vector search-space that satisfies the admissibility
criteria is used as the final output vector of the shared controller, and thus the velocity vector that
is sent to the robot. This means that the desired velocity will always be maintained as long as it
can guarantee safe manoeuvring, but breakage will occur if the desired velocity will cause collision.
This also helps the user in docking close to obstacles and turning 180 degrees in corridors. The
user do not need to adjust the velocity to avoid collision but can instead focus on acquiring the
correct navigational course. Figure 23 show the final concept of all the controllers and the NAF
put together.

7.5 Experimental Test Setup

The experimental test setup is performed by completing a set of missions in a simulated environ-
ment. The missions are to maneuver a robot through predefined paths in a mission map while test
data measurements are acquired during the mission runtime.

7.5.1 Simulation Environment

The test setup mission maps are designed in the robot simulation environment Gazebo which
provides a robust physics engine and high-quality graphics. The Gazebo environment has full
ROS support which together with Matlab Robot System Toolbox simplifies test setup analysis. A
simulated robot platform is used as the telepresence robot maneuvered in the experimental test
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Figure 23: Final concept of all of the controllers and the NAF put together. The blue and the
orange vectors are the direct and autonomous controller proposed velocity, respectively. The red
vector is the weighted linear combination of the blue and orange vector from the shared controller.
The red vector induces a trajectory with predicted collision, which is modelled by the green dashed
line. The final filtered velocity vector to avoid collision is modelled as the green vector, which is
the final output of the robot controller and sent to the robot platform.
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Figure 24: The simulation environment architecture. The outer black frame corresponds to the
ROS network. Within the ROS network are the Matlab and Gazebo environment. The Matlab
environment are running two ROS nodes: the simulated BCI and the robot controller. Gazebo
creates the ROS node for the robot, which exists within the mission map. The arrows in the figure
show the communication over the ROS network.

Figure 25: On the left hand side of the figure: The Clearpath Husky robot platform. On the right
hand side of the figure: the SICK LMS-111 laser range finder.

setup missions. Additionally, the robot controllers Simulink and Matlab models are connected
to the same ROS network. The robot controller publishes the final velocity commands to the
simulated robot which subscribes for the data and converts it to motor actuation. A simulated
BCI provides the robot controller with control commands since this master-thesis does not use
an actual online BCI system for the test setup. Figure 24 show the complete architecture of the
simulation environment.

The Robot The robot used for the experimental test setup is the research robot platform
Clearpath Husky equipped with a SICK LMS-111 laser range finder. The Husky is used in several
research papers as the test setup and comes with a complete ROS API which suits this master-
thesis modular approach. The husky has a maximum translational and rotational velocity of 1 m/s
and 1 rad/s, respectively. Figure 25 shows the Husky platform and the LMS-111 laser range finder.
Clearpath provides an open source Husky Gazebo model equipped with LMS-111 with complete
physics and laser scan simulation, which is used in this master thesis.

The Mission Map The mission map used throughout all missions of the experimental testing
is presented in figure 26. The walls in the map are made by connecting multiple objects of the
Gazebo built-in standard model jersey barrier, which is a 5 meter long wall segment. Another
predefined model used in the simulation environment is the construction barrel, which is used as
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Figure 26: The mission map in the Gazebo simulation environment. Each wall segment is of the
model jersey barrier, whereas to the bottom right the model construction barrel can be seen. The
Husky robot model is seen slightly to the bottom right of the map center.

docking waypoints. The wall segment layout is static, whereas amount and placement of docking
waypoints is changed for each mission.

The Gazebo environment publishes a message of type gazebo msgs/ModelStates to the topic
/gazebo/model states/ at a frequency of 100 Hz which contains the intrinsic information (including
position and orientation) of each model present in the simulation environment. The published
message consists of three members; Name, Pose and Twist, which all are arrays of length equal
to the present simulation models. Name contains each model’s name such as jersey wall17 or
model base (the Husky Gazebo model), Pose contains the global position in cartesian coordinates
and global orientation in quaternions, and Twist contains the current dynamics of the model (which
is 0 for static objects such as walls). A Matlab plot of the simulation map used for evaluation
purposes is achieved by running a Matlab script that subscribes to the /gazebo/model states topic
and searches the Name-member for each array index that matches the name of each different model
(jersey barrier, construction barrel and model base). Knowing the indices of each specific model,
the pose information can be extracted from the Pose-member of the subscribed message and thus
plotted in a two-dimensional graph where the x and y axes corresponds to the global x and y axes,
respectively. An example of such a plot is seen in figure 27, which corresponds to the map seen in
figure 26.

The Simulated BCI is a discrete four button controller limited to 2 control commands per
second (corresponding to the 2 Hz of the BCI). The mobile robot controller is designed to handle
an unreliable stream of commands. To simulate this, noise is induced into the robot-actuating
control-signals. The simulated BCI is designed in Simulink and consists of two Simulink models:
one that induces the noise to the control-signal and one that limits the control-signal to 2 Hz. The
induced noise is based on the intrinsic probability distribution of each class in a confusion-matrix
loaded by the simulated BCI before runtime. Consequently, the simulated BCI can simulate online
classification errors using a random number generator and the error rates from the confusion
matrix. The design goal of the simulated BCI is to enable validation of the robot controller
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Figure 27: The Matlab plot acquired from the mission map. The black lines corresponds to the
jersey wall Gazebo model whereas the black star corresponds to the construction barrel Gazebo
model. The x- and y-axis are the global x- and y-coordinated, respectively.

against different levels of noise. For test cases 1-3, different confusion-matrices were loaded by the
simulated BCI. Test case 1 loaded an identity matrix corresponding to no noise. Test case 2 loaded
the confusion-matrix acquired during MVPC offline-validation of this master-thesis. Test case 3
loaded a confusion-matrix corresponding to ideal noise. The confusion matrix for ideal noise can
be seen in table 4. The confusion matrix of the ideal noise level has an accuracy of 65%, an error
rate of 5% and a trial rejection of 30%. The ideal noise level is derived from previous research of
Millan et al. [19] and is the future work target performance of this master-thesis. Millán et al.
claims that erroneous commands have very high cost and uses a Gaussian classifier which can reject
trials with low probability. These rejected trials are labeled as unknown which is similar to the
class relax in this thesis, since the result should be that the robot is not manipulated. Therefore,
the rejection rate is seen in the confusion matrix as the mis-classification to the relax class.

Table 4: The left-most column show True classes and the bottom row show predicted classes. This
confusion matrix is used by the simulated BCI to generate errors for the ideal noise level. The
accuracy for each MI task is 65% as seen in the diagonal. The error rate is 5%, divided amongst
all other MI tasks. A rejected trial is simulated by labeling it as relax. Therefore, a rejection rate
of 30% means that every trial has a 30% probability of being mis-classified as the relax task. The
error rate is 5% even when the true class is relax, but since rejected trials are labled as relax, the
accuracy for the relax task is 95%.

Tongue 65% 1.6667% 1.6667% 1.6667% 30%
Right arm 1.6667% 65% 1.6667% 1.6667% 30%
Feet 1.6667% 1.6667% 65% 1.6667% 30%
Left arm 1.6667% 1.6667% 1.6667% 65% 30%
Relax 1.25% 1.25% 1.25% 1.25% 95%

Tongue Right arm Feet Left arm Relax
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Figure 28: The two mission paths used during the experimental test setup. The first mission map
(mission 1) is seen on the left hand side, whereas the second mission map (mission 2) is seen on
the right hand side of the figure. The green, yellow and red square in each map corresponds to
the start, docking and end position of the mission. The green line show how each intersection is
supposed to be executed from start to finish.

7.5.2 The Missions

Two different missions are used throughout the experimental test setup. Figure 28 show the two
mission paths in the previously presented mission map. Note that the green path in figure 28 is
not the reference path but instead show the correct intersection execution. The robot controller
will be evaluated comparing the maneuvered path with a reference path (acquired by fulfilling the
mission with a joystick controller). However, correctly executed intersections are used to analyse
the robot controller performance and thus are of great importance. Each mission has a separate
ROS launch-file, that launches the Gazebo environment, the Husky model and the specific mission
map setup. The separate launch-files simplifies repeating the mission multiple times.

7.5.3 Data Measurements

The data measurements from the experimental test setup is performed by two Matlab scripts.
The first matlab script, the data recorder, records the robot pose and executed control commands
online throughout the mission. The second script, the data analyzer, derives the quantitative and
qualitative data from the recorded data offline. The data derived for quantitative analysis of the
robot controller are, as previously described in section 5.4: (i) distance travelled, (ii) obstacle
collisions, (iii) mission completion time, (iv) mean lateral error to docking waypoints, (v) mean
angular error to docking waypoints, (vi) accuracy of correctly executed intersections, and (vii)
number of predicted mental commands, (iix) predicted mental commands per second, (ix) lateral
error to the reference path, (x) angular error to the reference controller path, and (xi) mission
completion time compared to reference controller.

The process of the data recorder is described in figure 29. The data recorder waits for user
input to start the process. Once prompted user input is received, the data recorder subscribes
to the simulated robot model pose data published by Gazebo and the predicted mental command
published by the simulated BCI. Additionally, a timer is started when user start command is
received. If the timer exceeds the maximum allowed mission time (360 seconds used for this
master-thesis) or the goal pose is reached by the robot, the data recorder saves the stored data to
a file labeled as failed and succeeded, respectively.

The data analyzer loads two path files previously stored by the data recorder: one for the
reference path and one for the mission path to be evaluated. Data (i) is found for both loaded
paths from equation 32,
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Figure 29: Flowchart for acquiring measurement data during an experimental test setup mission.
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data(i) =

n−1∑
i=1

√
(xi − xi+1)2 + (yi − yi+1)2 (32)

where n is the number of robot poses along the path and (xi, yi) is the robot position. Data (ii)
is acquired ocularly during mission runtime with the qualitative data analysis to support possible
collision hypothesis. Data (iii) is stored together with the path data as previously presented in
figure 29. Data (iv) by finding the closest distance for each docking waypoint to each pose where
the robot stood stationary for several consecutive time instances. Data (v) by taking the angle
difference from the closest stationary point to each waypoint with the global robot orientation, as
seen in equation 33,

data(iv) = |θcr − tan−1(xWP − xcr)| (33)

where xWP is the waypoint’s global x-coordinate, and xcr and θcr is the closest stationary robot
pose. The robot is treated as stationary if a consecutive set of pose data are equal. Data (vi) is
ocularly acquired from the qualitative traced path plots. Data (vii) is stored together with the
path data as can be seen in figure 29. Data (iix) is derived from the time elapsed and amount of
commands received as according to equation 34,

data(iix) =

∑
c

t
(34)

where
∑

c and t is the amount of commands received and the time elapsed during the mission,
respectively. Data (ix) is calculated by finding the distance for each pose on the mission path to
the closest point to the reference path, and then finding the mean value for all distances according
to equation 35,

data(ix) =
1

i

n∑
i=1

√
(xi − xi∗)2 + (yi − yi∗)2 (35)

where the point (xi∗, yi∗) is the closest point on the reference path to the point (xi, yi) of the
mission path. Data (x) is calculated by finding the angular difference between each pose on the
mission path to the euclidean closest point on the reference path as presented in equation 36,

data(x) =
1

n
·

n∑
i=1

|θ(xi, yi)− θ(xi∗, yi∗)| (36)

where θ(xi, yi) is the global orientation of the point (xi, yi) and θ(xi∗, yi∗) is the global ori-
entation of the point on the reference path closest (in euclidean distance) to point (xi, yi). Both
θ(xi, yi) and θ(xi∗, yi∗) are in the range [0, 2π]. Data (xi) is the difference between time elapsed
for the mission path data and the reference path data.

The data used for qualitative analysis of the robot controller is the mission traced path in the
map plot described in section 5.4. Each predicted mental command is plotted along the traced
path to evaluate robot behaviour from specific predicted mental command series. An example of
such traced path and predicted mental commands plot is presented in figure 30.

The traced path is plotted by iterating through the path data array and plotting the position
for each pose in the global xy frame. To plot each mental command on the traced path, it
is necessary to know when each command occurred during the mission. It is known from the
limitations of the simulated BCI that predicted mental commands are sent at a frequency of 2
Hz. Even when the subject does not perform any MI-task, the output from the BCI will be a
continuous 2 Hz stream of U-commands. By labeling each received command except U-commands
with the amount of previously predicted commands, it is possible to derive where in time each
specific command occurred. The commands F, R, B and L are stored as integer values 1, 2, 3 and
4, respectively. For example, the tuple (k,c), where k is in the range of amount of mental tasks [1,
4], means that command k occurred at time c · 2 seconds since the data recorder started logging
data. Consequently, all commands except U-commands are stored in a n x 2 matrix where n is
the number of commands corresponding to MI-tasks throughout the mission. The path data time
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Figure 30: Example of a traced path in a Matlab plot from a mission. The red line is the reference
path and the blue line the mission path. The coloured stars are predicted mental commands that
occurred during the path where blue, red, yellow and green stars correspond to F, B, L and R
commands, respectively.

information is derived in the same manner as mentioned above, knowing the frequency of model
pose publication (100 Hz). For each command tuple in the command array, the path tuple that is
closest in time is found and corresponding position is plotted as a star on the traced path (figure
30).
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8 Result

This section presents the offline validation of the BCI system and experimental test setup results,
as described in section 5.4

8.1 BCI MVPC

In this section, the results concerning the BCI will be presented.

8.1.1 Information in Time

Several windows were used to find an optimal time of measurement. The set of trials was divided
into multiple subsets by taking a specific window of each trial, as seen in figure 31. Each setting
of Window Size and Step Length gives a new subset of the trials. Every subset of trials are split
into training and testing. 70% of the trials are used for training and the remaining 30% are used
for testing.

Figure 31: An explanatory figure of the trial windowing. The windowing is done from 1000 ms
before cue onset to 4000 ms after cue onset. The first window is centered around time 0 (the onset
of the MI task). Additional windows are found by sliding the first window forward and backward
until no more windows fit in the trial.

The goal of this test was to find the optimal point in time for classification, measured from the
cue onset. Using windowed trials instead of the full trial length means that a large portion of the
signal is removed, and a lower classification performance is expected. By training and testing on
windows centered at different points in the trial time, the optimal time can be found.

The cross-classification of windowed trials is presented and explained in figure 32. The different
window sizes are 200 ms, 300 ms, 400 ms and 500 ms. A Step Length smaller than window length
was used to find the best possible time for any window. Consequently, the windows overlap. For
clarity, this is not shown in any figure.

As seen in figure 33, the highest results are found when the classifier trains on the time segment
1000 ms after trial onset (close to 40% accuracy for five tasks), while being lower on other points in
time. Training on windows centered at 1000 ms after offset also gives slightly better performance
on feature vectors from other trial windows. This test concludes that 1000 ms after trial onset
is the best time for maximizing accuracy between the five tasks. The EEG data used was from
subject A, day 2, all five sessions. The classifier used was a linear SVM using OVO.

8.1.2 Optimal Window Size

To run a BCI online at 2 Hz, or 2 commands per second, the EEG data stream must be classified
every 500 ms. However, shorter time windows may lead to lower classification results. An additional
test was performed using multiple window sizes for trials and keeping the window center point fixed
at 1000 ms after cue onset. The result from this test is shown in figure 34. Window size of 800
ms or 900 ms clearly outperforms a window size of 500 ms, but the performance decreased using
a window size of 1000 ms.

8.1.3 Artifact removal using ICA

The effects of removing the blink component from the data is measured by cross validating a
classifier on features from session 2 where the blink component is removed. This performance
is compared to the performance of the same classifier, cross validated on features from session 2
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Figure 32: This flowchart shows how an SVM is trained on features from each window and tested
on features from each window. N number of windows are made for the trials in session 2. The first
window is centered at time 0 and features are extracted from this window in all trials. A classifier
(a linear SVM) is trained and tested on the features and the performance is saved in a matrix of
size NxN.

but without blink removal. Three classifiers were selected for testing the effects of blink removal:
Linear SVM, quadratic SVM and Cubic SVM. Each classifier was tested with two different settings:
OVR and OVO. The result can be seen in table 5.

8.1.4 Dimension Reduction

The effects of dimension reduction was measured on EEG data from session 2. The dimension
reduction was done by averaging power in frequency bands with similar ERD/ERS (See Design).
The dimension reduction was tested and compared on the EEG data from session 2 with blink
components removed. Three SVMs were trained and tested with both OVR and OVO. The results
of the dimension reduction can be seen in table 5.

8.1.5 Five-class SVM

The performance of the five-class SVM is shown in figure 35. The average result is 41.0%, but the
error rates vary a lot. Left arm was only classified correctly 21.7% of the times, while Feet was
correctly classified 44% of the times. Relax class were calculated using the same window 1000 ms
after trial ending.
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Figure 33: Results from Cross Classification. The resolution is different because of the varying
step length. Classifiers trained on feature vectors generated from trial windows centered at 1000
ms after cue onset perform better than the the other classifiers.

Figure 34: Windows centered at 1000 ms after cue onset are used to generate a set of windowed
trials. A 5-fold cross-validation is used to evaluate the performance of different window sizes.
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Table 5: This table shows the performance of several classifiers using different optimization meth-
ods. Five-fold cross validation was used to calculate performance. The classifiers were trained
and tested on features extracted from the EEG data from session 2. The full length of the trials
were used to extract features. Column A shows accuracy of the classifier when only a high pass
filter and a low pass filter has been applied to the EEG data. In column B, the blink component
has been removed from the EEG data. In column C, the blink component has been removed and
dimension reduction has been applied.

A B C
Linear SVM (ovo) 53.0% 53.2% 53.0%
Linear SVM (ovr) 55.7% 56.7% 56.7%
Quadratic SVM (ovo) 50.9% 53.4% 53.4%
Quadratic SVM (ovr) 51.7% 56.1% 58.1%
Cubic SVM (ovo) 47.8% 51.1% 51.5%
Cubic SVM (ovr) 49.7% 54.4% 53.6%
Total 51.5% 54.2% 54.0%

Figure 35: The performance of the classifier shown in a confusion matrix. The overall performance
is 41% and error rate 59%. Trials were windowed using 800 ms windows, centered at 1000 ms after
cue onset. Data is used from the subject, day 2, all sessions. Blink component is removed and the
reduced feature set is used. The number of relax trials were reduced to match the number of other
task trials. This confusion matrix was generated in the Matlab Classification Learner.
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8.2 Experimental test setup

The experimental test setup is performed by one subject completing two missions. Each mission is
completed with different controllers in four test cases: reference joystick, no noise, BCI noise and
ideal noise. Each test case is repeated 15 times. The data gathered during experimental test setup
is described in section 5.4. The quantified measurements derived from the experimental test setups
are: (i) distance travelled [m], (ii) obstacle collisions, (iii) mission completion time [s], (iv) mean
lateral error to docking waypoints [m], (v) mean angular error to docking waypoints [degrees],
(vi) accuracy of correctly executed intersections, and (vii) number of predicted mental commands.
Additional data sets are derived from the above mentioned measurements: (iix) predicted mental
commands per second, (ix) lateral error to the reference path [m], (x) angular error to the reference
controller path [degrees], (xi) mission completion time compared to reference controller [s], and
(xii) distance traveled compared to reference controller [m].

8.2.1 Mission 1

Reference test case: joystick controller.
15 out of 15 repetitions completed the mission within the mission time limit, resulting in a 100%
completion rate. Table 6 presents the data measurements for all quantitative data (D) over all
repetitions (R) and the mean, median and standard deviation.

Table 6: Mission 1 - Reference test case. The table show each measured data on the vertical axis
for each repetition (1-15) on the horizontal axis.

D/R 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
(R) 129.8356 131.4196 132.4136 131.1903 132.2612 132.1485 130.7493 130.2737 130.4983
(ii) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(iii) 201.6213 197.1893 195.5281 194.3293 197.1916 201.3938 194.8761 193.7314 195.7367
(iv) 1.0198 1.1449 1.1593 1.2117 1.1253 1.0432 1.1105 1.1074 1.1481
(v) 7.7118 4.9668 6.0763 4.6036 5.9676 8.2582 1.6977 5.6811 1.3402
(vi) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
D/R 10 11 12 13 14 15 Median µ σ
(R) 132.4923 131.3724 131.0475 132.4122 131.8136 131.171 131.3724 131.4066 0.812058
(ii) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(iii) 196.5699 199.1542 203.2554 198.2372 214.1784 198.8537 197.1916 198.7898 4.917963
(iv) 1.2249 1.1471 0.9959 0.9563 0.9337 1.0595 1.1105 1.092507 0.085067
(v) 3.3666 1.3955 4.5669 2.2309 0.9656 7.7517 4.6036 4.4387 2.416942
(vi) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
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Test case 1: no controller noise.
15 out of 15 repetitions completed the mission within the mission time limit, resulting in a 100%
completion rate. Table 7 presents the data measurements for all quantitative data (D) over all
repetitions (R) and the mean, median and standard deviation. Figure 36 show the traced path
of three selected repetitions that performed worse than average, close to average, and better than
average, respectively. Figure 37 and 38 show the selected repetitions lateral and angular error over
time, respectively.

Table 7: Mission 1 - Test case 1. The table show each measured data on the vertical axis for each
repetition (1-15) on the horizontal axis.

D/R 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
(i) 133.3901 134.7695 134.1461 134.8689 134.9094 134.7109 135.5925 135.422 135.4425
(ii) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(iii) 219.2289 211.5308 207.7083 200.456 206.4223 202.4993 198.8319 204.216 212,.1045
(iv) 0.8931 1.0371 1.1381 1.1039 0.9391 1.0174 1.0978 1.0669 1.074
(v) 107.0226 13.0705 34.3547 6.9485 8.3175 112.3492 12.3075 17.6203 1.2816
(vi) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
(vii) 56 56 57 48 53 57 57 69 68
(iix) 0.2554 0.2647 0.2744 0.2395 0.2568 0.2815 0.2867 0.3379 0.3206
(ix) 0.3939 0.4343 0.4001 0.3461 0.2914 0.3366 0.3887 0.3864 0.3707
(x) -45.3395 14.3313 5.0381 10.495 36.3481 20.4465 15.9493 52.4904 1.1575
(xi) 17.6076 14.3416 12.1802 6.1268 9.2307 1.1055 3.9559 10.4846 16.3678
(xii) 3.5545 3.3499 1.7325 3.6786 2.6482 2.5624 4.8433 5.1484 4.9442
D/R 10 11 12 13 14 15 Median µ σ
(i) 133.3 138.1604 135.0475 135.317 137.2046 141.5006 135.0475 135.5855 1.98604
(ii) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(iii) 200.1366 205.4052 217.2878 221.8468 218.9943 213.0459 207.7083 209.3143 7.350765
(iv) 1.1133 1.2203 1.0566 1.0694 1.0674 1.1865 1.0694 1.07206 0.080425
(v) 3.9601 0.0736 20.2636 25.5332 22.4922 6.0875 13.0705 26.11217 34.06057
(vi) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
(vii) 49 69 71 72 74 69 57 61.66667 8.560893
(iix) 0.2448 0.3359 0.3268 0.3245 0.3455 0.3239 0.2867 0.294593 0.036198
(ix) 0.2886 0.4384 0.3208 0.2983 0.3087 0.4757 0.3707 0.365247 0.056304
(x) 24.2009 38.6689 14.351 27.3494 14.7789 30.9385 15.9493 17.41362 21.30539
(xi) 3.566 6.251 14.0325 23.6096 -4.8159 14.1922 10.4846 9.882407 7.058378
(xii) 0.8077 6.788 3.3431 2.9048 5.3909 10.3297 3.5545 4.13508 2.221144
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Figure 36: Mission 1 - test case 1: traced path. From left to right: lower than average, close to
average, greater than average repetition performance, respectively.

Figure 37: Mission 1 - test case 1: lateral error. From left to right: lower than average, close to
average, greater than average repetition performance, respectively.

Figure 38: Mission 1 - test case 1: angular error. From left to right: lower than average, close to
average, greater than average repetition performance, respectively.
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Test case 2: BCI controller noise.
0 out of 15 repetitions completed the mission within the mission time limit, resulting in a 0%
completion rate. Table 8 presents the data measurements for all quantitative data (D) over all
repetitions (R) and the mean, median and standard deviation. Some data values are labeled as not
applicable, as these measurements could not be performed as the mission was not completed. Figure
39 show the traced path of three selected repetitions that performed worse than average, close to
average, and better than average, respectively. Figure 40 and 41 show the selected repetitions
lateral and angular error over time, respectively.

Table 8: Mission 1 - Test case 2. The table show each measured data on the vertical axis for each
repetition (1-15) on the horizontal axis.

D/R 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
(i) 48.1318 72.2794 119.2336 88.2015 41.6926 82.0344 48.5291 89.1001 80.5771
(ii) 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
(iii) NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
(iv) 28.1508 7.0042 6.0763 5.5453 20.4862 1.0093 22.888 8.1731 7.4784
(v) 76.8038 15.3181 0.9665 41.6279 131.9562 98.7246 74.3837 34.6065 105.4522
(vi) 1 1 1 0.25 1 0.66 0 0 1
(vii) 513 501 504 542 532 578 555 555 585
(iix) 1.4248 1.3914 1.3999 1.5054 1.4775 1.6052 1.5414 1.5414 1.6247
(ix) 0.5762 1.0956 1.568 1.3175 0.7287 1.4923 2.5321 1.238 2.2698
(x) -14.9454 71.2845 10.573 23.5004 50.4803 8.4748 42.8914 31.9739 27.468
(xi) NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
(xii) -81.70 -59.1401 -13.18 -42.9888 -90.5686 -50.1142 -82.2201 -41.1736 -49.9212
D/R 10 11 12 13 14 15 Median µ σ
(i) 62.6743 39.4289 84.5364 85.5659 34.8705 79.6099 79.6099 70.43103 22.93176
(ii) 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.266667 0.442217
(iii) NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
(iv) 1.0623 23.6083 0.8673 7.2206 16.9691 3.8644 7.2206 14.60151 18.47215
(v) 16.7196 98.5548 102.8279 31.7979 75.5882 59.2263 66.805 64.30361 37.99234
(vi) 0.5 0 0.5 1 1 1 1 0.660667 0.404219
(vii) 565 565 543 564 543 547 547 546.1333 24.30601
(iix) 1.5693 1.5694 1.5081 1.5666 1.5082 1.5193 1.5193 1.51684 0.067506
(ix) 1.8052 2.2044 1.589 0.8108 0.7069 1.0893 1.3175 1.401587 0.58315
(x) 11.5488 47.5275 12.7894 56.4344 17.8941 11.5639 23.5004 27.29727 21.94377
(xi) NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
(xii) -69.818 -91.9435 -47.1680 -46.8463 -96.9431 -51.561 -51.561 -61.0193 22.81824
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Figure 39: Mission 1 - test case 2: traced path. From left to right: lower than average, close to
average, greater than average repetition performance, respectively.

Figure 40: Mission 1 - test case 2: lateral error. From left to right: lower than average, close to
average, greater than average repetition performance, respectively.

Figure 41: Mission 1 - test case 2: angular error. From left to right: lower than average, close to
average, greater than average repetition performance, respectively.
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Test case 3: ideal controller noise. 15 out of 15 repetitions completed the mission within
the mission time limit, resulting in a 100% completion rate. Table 9 presents the data measure-
ments for all quantitative data (D) over all repetitions (R) and the mean, median and standard
deviation. Figure 42 show the traced path of three selected repetitions that performed worse than
average, close to average, and better than average, respectively. Figure 43 and 44 show the selected
repetitions lateral and angular error over time, respectively.

Table 9: Mission 1 - Test case 3. The table show each measured data on the vertical axis for each
repetition (1-15) on the horizontal axis.

D/R 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
(i) 135.2955 137.8646 141.3646 139.532 139.7031 142.4556 140.0565 135.6751 135.5181
(ii) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(iii) 286.5314 285.7997 258.5452 249.5324 271.5954 270.4425 273.4894 222.7237 242.6057
(iv) 1.259 1.0878 0.9911 1.35198 1.0782 1.3422 1.0407 1.1629 1.1667
(v) 26.634 10.0863 54.0416 6.5515 1.2247 10.2125 18.1101 29.5517 30.0172
(vi) 1 1 1 1 1 0.89 1 1 1
(vii) 104 101 121 105 97 131 115 82 109
(iix) 0.363 0.3534 0.468 0.4208 0.3571 0.4844 0.4205 0.3682 0.4493
(ix) 0.5331 0.4766 0.6877 0.4429 0.5356 0.6787 0.6385 0.4301 0.5322
(x) -22.4277 31.1324 3.7589 4.9803 20.5011 16.3023 10.1745 42.7031 13.2961
(xi) 84.9101 88.6104 63.0171 55.2032 74.4038 69.0487 78.6133 28.9923 46.869
(xii) 5.4599 6.4451 8.951 8.3416 7.4418 10.3073 9.3072 5.4014 5.0198
D/R 10 11 12 13 14 15 Median µ σ
(i) 138.9758 138.5868 136.7993 145.2182 137.2706 137.6217 138.5868 138.7958 2.652831
(ii) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(iii) 277.4518 238.0079 231.3097 260.359 227.289 261.3506 260.359 257.1356 20.26329
(iv) 1.2133 1.1781 1.1201 1.037 1.0912 0.8922 1.1201 1.134165 0.121353
(v) 8.9678 21.0242 16.7786 19.2155 10.6063 51.6157 18.1101 20.97585 14.90571
(vi) 1 1 1 0.89 1 1 1 0.985333 0.037393
(vii) 130 87 91 128 88 110 105 106.6 15.50828
(iix) 0.4685 0.3655 0.3934 0.4916 0.3872 0.4209 0.4205 0.41412 0.047152
(ix) 0.4922 0.3528 0.585 0.428 0.3773 0.3435 0.4922 0.50228 0.107098
(x) 30.4819 13.7339 25.1633 13.8879 12.3428 9.3159 13.7339 15.02311 14.37274
(xi) 80.8819 38.8537 28.0543 62.1218 8.2947 62.4968 62.4968 58.02474 22.76002
(xii) 6.4835 7.2143 5.0949 12.806 5.457 6.4508 6.4835 7.34544 2.156598
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Figure 42: Mission 1 - test case 3: traced path. From left to right: lower than average, close to
average, greater than average repetition performance, respectively.

Figure 43: Mission 1 - test case 3: lateral error. From left to right: lower than average, close to
average, greater than average repetition performance, respectively.

Figure 44: Mission 1 - test case 3: angular error. From left to right: lower than average, close to
average, greater than average repetition performance, respectively.
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Mission 1 summary. Table 10, 11 and 12 presents the median, mean and standard deviation
value (D) on the vertical axis for all mission 1 test cases (T) on the horizontal axis, respectively.

Table 10: Median value comparison all test cases.

D/T R median 1 median 2 median 3 median
(i) 131.3724 135.0475 79.6099 138.5868
(ii) 0 0 0 0
(iii) 197.1916 207.7083 NA 260.359
(iv) 1.1105 1.0694 7.2206 1.1201
(v) 4.6036 13.0705 66.805 18.1101
(vi) 1 1 1 1
(vii) NA 57 547 105
(iix) NA 0.2867 1.5193 0.4205
(ix) NA 0.3707 1.3175 0.4922
(x) NA 15.9493 23.5004 13.7339
(xi) NA 10.4846 NA 62.4968
(xii) NA 3.5545 -51.561 6.4835

Table 11: Mean value comparison all test cases.

D/T R µ 1 µ 2 µ 3 µ
(i) 131.4066 135.5855 70.43103 138.7958
(ii) 0 0 0.266667 0
(iii) 198.7898 209.3143 NA 257.1356
(iv) 1.092507 1.07206 14.60151 1.134165
(v) 4.4387 26.11217 64.30361 20.97585
(vi) 1 0.992667 0.660667 0.985333
(vii) NA 61.66667 546.1333 106.6
(iix) NA 0.294593 1.51684 0.41412
(ix) NA 0.365247 1.401587 0.50228
(x) NA 17.41362 27.29727 15.02311
(xi) NA 9.882407 NA 58.02474
(xii) NA 4.13508 -61.0193 7.34544

Table 12: Standard deviation value comparison all test cases.

D/T R σ 1 σ 2 σ 3 σ
(i) 0.812058 1.98604 22.93176 2.652831
(ii) 0 0 0.44217 0
(iii) 4.917963 7.350765 NA 20.26329
(iv) 0.085067 0.080425 18.47215 0.121353
(v) 2.416942 34.06057 37.99234 14.90571
(vi) 0 0.027439 0.404219 0.037393
(vii) NA 8.560893 24.30601 15.50828
(iix) NA 0.036198 0.067506 0.047152
(ix) NA 0.056304 0.58315 0.107098
(x) NA 21.30539 21.94377 14.37274
(xi) NA 7.058378 NA 22.76002
(xii) NA 2.221144 22.81824 2.156598
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8.2.2 Mission 2

Reference test case: joystick controller.
15 out of 15 repetitions completed the mission within the mission time limit, resulting in a 100%
completion rate. Table 13 presents the data measurements for all quantitative data (D) over all
repetitions (R) and the mean, median and standard deviation.

Table 13: Mission 2 - Reference test case. The table show each measured data on the vertical axis
for each repetition (1-15) on the horizontal axis.

D/R 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
(i) 138.4203 135.792 135.7424 135.7302 135.6689 136.1179 138.2713 135.881 136.6758
(ii) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(iii) 209.7909 208.5343 207.2419 205.3857 204.9091 208.2644 212.4919 226.9518 207.0097
(iv) 1.1072 1.1805 1.2667 1.3006 24.4984 1.3014 1.204 1.0585 1.1813
(v) 10.8864 0.6719 8.0343 2.0364 137.8556 2.9167 6.2826 1.8568 6.482
(vi) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
D/R 10 11 12 13 14 15 Median µ σ
(i) 136.6508 137.7872 135.9352 135.5319 138.8885 137.4544 136.1179 136.7032 1.115827
(ii) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(iii) 206.3322 206.3691 207.448 205.7168 214.7809 205.9944 207.2419 209.1481 5.428599
(iv) 1.0997 1.2604 1.2448 24.258 24.559 1.1154 1.2448 5.842393 9.298493
(v) 3.5833 6.3875 5.1621 139.7508 133.4597 0.4151 6.2826 31.05208 53.06853
(vi) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
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Test case 1: no controller noise.
15 out of 15 repetitions completed the mission within the mission time limit, resulting in a 100%
completion rate. Table 14 presents the data measurements for all quantitative data (D) over all
repetitions (R) and the mean, median and standard deviation. Figure 45 show the traced path
of three selected repetitions that performed worse than average, close to average, and better than
average, respectively. Figure 46 and 47 show the selected repetitions lateral and angular error over
time, respectively.

Table 14: Mission 2 - Test case 1. The table show each measured data on the vertical axis for each
repetition (1-15) on the horizontal axis.

D/R 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
(i) 139.6929 141.7299 143.0818 141.4334 139.0585 140.6036 140.0016 142.3985 139.793
(ii) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(iii) 223.8331 218.4987 220.7107 209.3578 218.7064 235.4007 215.7369 210.9208 223.562
(iv) 1.205 1.132 1.1363 1.0683 1.0661 1.107 1.1155 1.122 1.0864
(v) 14.8975 19.1659 18.5986 14.8664 2.0887 14.072 16.2189 16.8847 8.5101
(vi) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
(vii) 93 71 87 193 83 101 84 86 90
(iix) 0.4155 0.3249 0.3942 0.9219 0.3795 0.4291 1.3894 0.3789 0.4026
(ix) 0.4763 0.3261 0.3738 0.4107 0.3131 0.3717 0.3163 0.4858 0.2815
(x) 38.3418 13.3852 24.4895 14.6185 10.9374 21.3469 22.2444 5.3807 21.9879
(xi) 14.0422 9.9644 13.4688 3.9721 13.797 27.1063 3.245 16.0309 16.5524
(xii) 1.2726 5.9379 7.3394 5.703 3.3896 4.4857 1.7303 6.5174 3.1172
D/R 10 11 12 13 14 15 median µ σ
(R) 141.5697 146.0843 138.1097 140.1294 140.4392 138.9334 140.4392 140.8706 1.909967
(ii) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(iii) 215.1758 226.566 211.8179 224.9673 216.6245 209.0606 218.4987 218.7293 7.060247
(iv) 1.1574 1.1292 1.111 0.9392 1.1505 1.1677 1.122 1.112907 0.058446
(v) 22.796 6.8806 15.2499 73.7919 21.7651 25.8273 16.2189 19.44091 15.69602
(vi) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
(vii) 79 75 77 101 82 59 84 90.73333 29.28359
(iix) 0.3671 0.331 0.3635 0.449 0.3785 0.2822 0.3795 0.480487 0.281149
(ix) 0.4904 0.5517 0.2705 0.3615 0.4142 0.3241 0.3717 0.384513 0.081914
(x) 1.1032 2.2724 37.4818 7.7564 27.4814 18.4048 18.4048 17.81549 11.10484
(xi) 8.8435 20.1969 4.3699 19.2506 1.8435 3.0662 13.4688 11.71665 7.255692
(xii) 4.9189 8.2972 2.1745 4.5975 1.5507 1.4791 4.4857 4.1674 2.206899
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Figure 45: Mission 2 - test case 1: traced path. From left to right: lower than average, close to
average, greater than average repetition performance, respectively.

Figure 46: Mission 2 - test case 1: lateral error. From left to right: lower than average, close to
average, greater than average repetition performance, respectively.

Figure 47: Mission 2 - test case 1: angular error. From left to right: lower than average, close to
average, greater than average repetition performance, respectively.
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Test case 2: BCI controller noise.
0 out of 15 repetitions completed the mission within the mission time limit, resulting in a 0%
completion rate. Table 15 presents the data measurements for all quantitative data (D) over all
repetitions (R) and the mean, median and standard deviation. Some data values are labeled as not
applicable, as these measurements could not be performed as the mission was not completed. Figure
48 show the traced path of three selected repetitions that performed worse than average, close to
average, and better than average, respectively. Figure 49 and 50 show the selected repetitions
lateral and angular error over time, respectively.

Table 15: Mission 2 - Test case 2. The table show each measured data on the vertical axis for each
repetition (1-15) on the horizontal axis.

D/R 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
(i) 53.3828 40.9557 51.4046 47.7169 53.3431 56.3263 64.8911 40.9557 79.857
(ii) 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
(iii) NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
(iv) 16.4687 16.8611 17.6977 12.0691 14.3426 15.0198 15.9859 16.8611 10.237
(v) 17.1551 47.0284 88.5196 62.4198 122.4854 155.0561 0.2192 47.0284 16.6921
(vi) 0.5 0 0.5 1 0 0 0.5 0 0
(vii) 572 561 554 571 571 567 574 561 507
(iix) 1.5889 1.558 1.5388 1.586 1.5858 1.5749 1.5943 1.558 1.4082
(ix) 2.2667 0.717 4.2358 0.7057 1.942 1.1038 1.0515 0.7074 2.4839
(x) 36.811 104.6292 56.7639 72.0951 62.3232 75.7422 24.648 40.83 35.6521
(xi) NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
(xii) -85.0375 -94.8363 -84.3378 -88.0134 -82.3258 -79.7916 -73.3802 -94.9254 -56.8188
D/R 10 11 12 13 14 15 median µ σ
(R) 57.7025 66.8165 66.6737 66.9096 59.7354 58.9193 57.7025 57.70601 10.12019
(ii) 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0.266667 0.573488
(iii) NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
(iv) 9.0827 11.4038 3.9563 16.2103 13.0279 8.3059 14.3426 13.16866 3.819348
(v) 56.8516 18.6786 61.1941 58.8022 86.8044 19.6137 56.8516 57.23658 41.0983
(vi) 0.75 1 0.33 0.5 0 1 0.5 0.405333 0.383577
(vii) 534 539 527 570 547 522 561 551.8 20.63718
(iix) 1.4833 1.4969 1.4636 1.5831 1.5191 1.4498 1.558 1.53258 0.057333
(ix) 0.9331 0.6771 0.921 1.0945 1.6652 0.6949 1.0515 1.413307 0.949637
(x) 6.0312 2.2782 25.6857 65.2549 28.5954 59.0048 40.83 46.42299 26.85924
(xi) NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
(xii) -78.9483 -70.9106 -69.2615 -68.6223 -79.1531 -78.535 -79.1531 -68.5218 40.51688
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Figure 48: Mission 2 - test case 2: traced path. From left to right: lower than average, close to
average, greater than average repetition performance, respectively.

Figure 49: Mission 2 - test case 2: lateral error. From left to right: lower than average, close to
average, greater than average repetition performance, respectively.

Figure 50: Mission 2 - test case 2: angular error. From left to right: lower than average, close to
average, greater than average repetition performance, respectively.
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Test case 3: ideal controller noise. 15 out of 15 repetitions completed the mission within
the mission time limit, resulting in a 100% completion rate. Table 16 presents the data measure-
ments for all quantitative data (D) over all repetitions (R) and the mean, median and standard
deviation. Figure 51 show the traced path of three selected repetitions that performed worse than
average, close to average, and better than average, respectively. Figure 52 and 53 show the selected
repetitions lateral and angular error over time, respectively.

Table 16: Mission 2 - Test case 3. The table show each measured data on the vertical axis for each
repetition (1-15) on the horizontal axis.

D/R 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
(i) 143.0626 148.4352 154.8662 141.5779 143.6623 151.1752 151.4048 142.6089 148.9662
(ii) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(iii) 262.6755 275.447 329.227 243.8899 257.2025 250.9642 305.251 230.1556 247.9519
(iv) 1.1358 1.0822 1.0701 1.1475 1.0637 1.1476 1.1054 1.0858 1.1041
(v) 47.5987 7.9799 130.7808 48.3332 6.55 20.8888 13.8936 80.8312 13.5137
(vi) 1 1 0.9 1 1 1 1 1 1
(vii) 127 168 225 122 141 128 197 134 127
(iix) 0.4835 0.6099 0.6834 0.5002 0.5482 0.51 0.6454 0.5822 0.5122
(ix) 0.4707 0.5537 0.7981 0.3909 0.5002 0.5476 0.5999 0.441 0.4222
(x) 53.5279 26.2463 1.1419 21.9929 15.4033 1.2308 17.2562 10.9576 32.9845
(xi) 52.8846 66.9127 121.9852 38.5042 52.2931 42.6698 92.7592 19.2348 40.9422
(xii) 4.6424 12.6432 19.1238 5.8477 7.9934 15.0573 13.1336 6.7279 12.2904
D/R 10 11 12 13 14 15 median µ σ
(R) 142.588 147.8518 147.4328 148.2951 150.9588 149.0869 148.2951 147.4648 3.819281
(ii) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(iii) 299.8613 306.4192 279.4493 243.0224 312.7307 290.6333 275.447 275.6587 29.35055
(iv) 1.0802 0.924 1.0953 1.0934 1.0757 1.146 1.0934 1.090453 0.052506
(v) 5.4177 4.5139 20.1909 10.5627 14.6747 8.3566 13.8936 28.93909 34.10737
(vi) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.993333 0.024944
(vii) 181 175 168 114 175 159 159 156.0667 30.74729
(iix) 0.6036 0.5711 0.6012 0.4691 0.5596 0.5471 0.5596 0.56178 0.058855
(ix) 0.3822 0.6371 0.4568 0.4364 0.6296 0.6556 0.5002 0.528133 0.113727
(x) 12.176 19.5936 11.7832 18.4824 18.4326 24.273 18.4326 19.03215 12.36097
(xi) 93.529 100.05 72.0013 37.3057 97.9498 84.6389 66.9127 67.57737 28.791
(xii) 5.9372 10.0647 11.4976 12.7631 12.0703 11.6325 11.6325 10.76167 3.79638
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Figure 51: Mission 2 - test case 3: traced path. From left to right: lower than average, close to
average, greater than average repetition performance, respectively.

Figure 52: Mission 2 - test case 3: lateral error. From left to right: lower than average, close to
average, greater than average repetition performance, respectively.

Figure 53: Mission 2 - test case 3: angular error. From left to right: lower than average, close to
average, greater than average repetition performance, respectively.
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Mission 2 summary. Table 17, 18 and 19 presents the median, mean and standard deviation
value (D) on the vertical axis for all mission 1 test cases (T) on the horizontal axis, respectively.

Table 17: Median value comparison all test cases.

D/T R median 1 median 2 median 3 median
(R) 136.1179 140.4392 57.7025 148.2951
(ii) 0 0 0 0
(iii) 207.2419 218.4987 NA 275.447
(iv) 1.2448 1.122 14.3426 1.0934
(v) 6.2826 16.2189 56.8516 13.8936
(vi) 1 1 0.5 1
(vii) NA 84 561 159
(iix) NA 0.3795 1.558 0.5596
(ix) NA 0.3717 1.0515 0.5002
(x) NA 18.4048 40.83 18.4326
(xi) NA 13.4688 NA 66.9127
(xii) NA 4.4857 -79.1531 11.6325

Table 18: Mean value comparison all test cases.

D/T R µ 1 µ 2 µ 3 µ
(R) 136.7032 140.8706 57.70601 147.4648
(ii) 0 0 0.266667 0
(iii) 209.1481 218.7293 NA 275.6587
(iv) 5.842393 1.112907 13.16866 1.090453
(v) 31.05208 19.44091 57.23658 28.93909
(vi) 1 1 0.405333 0.993333
(vii) NA 90.73333 551.8 156.0667
(iix) NA 0.480487 1.53258 0.56178
(ix) NA 0.384513 1.413307 0.528133
(x) NA 17.81549 46.42299 19.03215
(xi) NA 11.71665 NA 67.57737
(xii) NA 4.1674 -68.5218 10.76167

Table 19: Standard deviation value comparison all test cases.

D/T R σ 1 σ 2 σ 3 σ
(R) 1.115827 1.909967 10.12019 3.819281
(ii) 0 0 0.573488 0
(iii) 5.428599 7.060247 NA 29.35055
(iv) 9.298493 0.058446 3.819348 0.052506
(v) 53.06853 15.69602 41.0983 34.10737
(vi) 0 0 0.383577 0.024944
(vii) NA 29.28359 20.63718 30.74729
(iix) NA 0.281149 0.057333 0.058855
(ix) NA 0.081914 0.949637 0.113727
(x) NA 11.10484 26.85924 12.36097
(xi) NA 7.255692 NA 28.791
(xii) NA 2.206899 40.51688 3.79638
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8.2.3 Experimental Test Setup Summary

The most notable result is the mission completion rate of 100% for all test cases 1 and 3 and 0%
for all test cases 2. The amount of collisions are low over all missions and test cases, as can be seen
in data row (ii) for each test case result for both missions. The only collisions recorded for each
mission are during full noise test cases (test case 2) when the robot is backing into an obstacle.
The correctly executed intersections are high for test cases 1 and 3 during both missions, whereas
the mean value for correctly executed intersections for test case 2 is 0.66 and 0.40 for mission 1
and 3, respectively. The standard deviation for angular error to docking waypoint is greater than
the standard deviation for lateral error, and the standard deviation of angular error to docking
waypoint for the reference case is significantly lower in mission 1 than in mission 2. The mean
lateral error to docking waypoint for test case 1 and 3 in mission 1 is almost as low as the reference
test case, whereas in mission 2 it is even lower. The mean lateral error to docking waypoint for
test case 2 is still relatively high. However, looking at each individual repetition of test case 2 in
mission 1 (table 8), some repetitions such as repetition 6, 10 and 12 dock close to the waypoint.
The mean lateral error to the reference path of mission 1 test case 1 and 3 are 0.37 and 0.50 m,
respectively. Additionally, the mean lateral error to the reference path for mission 2 test case 1
and 3 are 0.39 and 0.53 m, respectively. The over-all increase in lateral error to reference path
between test case 1 and 3 is slightly low considering the increased noise between the test cases.

The difference in distance travelled to the reference path for all completed mission 1 repetitions
have a median and mean value of 3.55 and 4.14 m; and 6.48 and 7.35 m for test case 1 and 3,
respectively (as seen in tables 10 and 11). For mission 2, the median and mean values for difference
in distance traveled are 4.48 and 4.16 m; 11.63 and 10.76 m for test cases 1 and 3, respectively (as
seen in tables 17 and 18). The difference in mission completion time to the reference path for all
completed mission 1 repetition have a median and mean value of 10.49 and 9.88 s; and 62.50 and
58.03 s for test case 1 and 3, respectively (as seen in tables 17 and 18). For mission 2, the median
and mean values for difference in completion time are 13.47 and 11.72 s; and 66.91 and 67.58 s for
test cases 1 and 3, respectively (as seen in tables 17 and 18). The difference in completion distance
and time does not apply to test case 2 as no mission repetition was completed within the accepted
time limit.

The received commands and commands per second median and mean value for test cases 1
and 3 are low. Neither of the two test cases utilize the BCI capacity of 2 commands per second
and the mean values are 0.30 and 0.41 commands per second for mission 1 test case 1 and 3,
respectively. The commands per second mean value for mission 2 are 0.48 and 0.56 for test case 1
and 3, respectively. However, the mean commands per second value for test case 2 are 1.51 and 1.53
during mission 1 and 2, respectively. From the traced path plots one can derive specific patterns of
how all the commands are distributed along the path. More commands are used in open areas and
intersections compared to in corridors and narrow spaces. Mission repetitions where intersection
turning overshoots have above average amount of commands, i.e. left hand side plot of figure 42.
During test case 3, very few erroneous commands can be seen during the traced path data (figure
42 and 51). A few red stars corresponding to a B-command when the subject actually wants to
manoeuvre forward can be seen throughout the plots. However, with a received command mean
value of 106.6 for test case 3 and a false-positive rate of 0.05 for each command an amount of 5
false-positive commands are statistically expected.
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9 Discussion

This section will evaluate the results presented in section 8 and highlight strengths and weaknesses
in the system design. The discussion regarding the BCI and robot controller performance is done
separately in section 9.1 and 9.2, respectively.

9.1 BCI system

For ERD/ERS based BCIs, stimuli is only used to record data in order to train the classifier.
During online tests, no stimuli is presented, so the question ”How should stimuli be presented and
selected” becomes a question about the EEG data acquisition protocol.

The question on how stimuli should be selected and presented was partially answered at the start
of this project. A BCI can not perform well if the data is bad to begin with [18], so anything that
hinders the subject from performing well during EEG acquisition should be removed or redesigned
in the protocol. The session should not be too long, as it causes fatigue in the subject. Every
trial should give enough time for the subject to perform the task and to relax between each task
to ensure steady and clear brain activity patterns in the EEG data. However, if the sessions are
short and trials long, then the number of trials becomes low. If the number of trials are too low,
then the classifier will not be able to build a good model representing each class.

In this thesis, the protocol for each trial acquisition is short compared to most other BCI
experiments. This was chosen to ensure that training time was kept at a minimum to avoid
causing fatigue during an online scenario. The relax time before each task is 3 seconds, the cue
is displayed for 0.5 seconds and the task acquisition period continues for 4 seconds after the cue
display. The whole acquisition period is 7.5 seconds, with no inter-trial period. This is very short
compared to most other BCI experiments. For example, Friedrich et al. [28] has the following
acquisition protocol. The protocol starts with a baseline period of 2 seconds, followed by 7 seconds
of task performance. Then, a feedback symbol was shown for 1 second, and lastly, there is an
inter-trial period of approximately 3 seconds. This means that the total time is approximately 13
seconds, compared to 7.5 seconds of this thesis. The trial length of this thesis is rather similar to
the protocol used by Pfurtscheller et al. [22], but in their protocol, an inter-trial period is added,
and a beep sound gives a signal to the subject 1 second before the trial onset.

The protocol in this thesis was designed with short acquisition trials. A 13 minute run was
developed, where 25 trials of each task were recorded (100 trials total). This is longer than the
protocol used by Pfurtscheller et al. who had runs of 5.3 minutes, and Friedrich et al. who had
runs of 8 minutes length. In this thesis, we also aimed at more trials than other experiments. With
a total of 125 trials per task, this thesis recorded more trials than many other BCI experiments
aim for. It was thought that more data would help, but considering the results presented in figure
35, the quality may not be the best, and the reason may be the lengthy acquisition sessions. One
improvement could be to reduce the time of each run by recording fewer trials.

The relax task is also different in this thesis, compared to other BCI experiments. The relax
time acts as a baseline task, inter-trial period and as a separate task in the five-class SVM. During
this relax time, the subject currently has three seconds to stop performing the MI task, relax
and prepare for the next task. This can become stressful for the subject, who has to do this 125
times per run. A protocol should not overburden a subject, and adding an inter-trial period could
enhance the quality of recorded EEG data. It was initially thought that a short time between trials
would resemble a typical non-task pattern in an online scenario, but this needs to be investigated
further.

The following parts of the BCI system has been evaluated: (i) Optimal window size and time
of windowing, (ii) dimension reduction by averaging frequency bands and (iii) removal of blink
components in EEG data. The results from evaluating window size (figure 34) and evaluating
time of windowing (figure 33) shows varying accuracies between 20% and 40%. This is rather low,
compared to other ERD/ERS BCIs where the subjects score substantially higher. Millán et al.
[19] report error rates of 3.5% and 7% for the two subjects on a three-class BCI, and Bi et al.
[4] reported 91.54% and 93.08% accuracy for a two-class BCI. Millán et al. let the two subjects
train 3 and 5 days to learn how to use the BCI. On each day, the subjects participated in 4 small
sessions. During each training session, the subject continued performing a task for 10 to 15 seconds,
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and afterwards a coloured light would tell the subject which class was recognized. Between these
sessions, the BCI was optimized on the data recorded from the session. This adaptive learning is
also used by Friedrich et al. [28], where the BCI learns the classes and the subject learns when
his/her mental tasks are recognized. Feedback seems to improve performance, and this adaption
between subject and BCI could enhance the performance of the BCI.

Bi et al. [4] also let the subject perform a task for 10 seconds straight during data collection for
BCI training. During online test, 4 seconds of EEG data is analyzed every 0.5 seconds. Although
the accuracy is high, the features are extracted from 4 seconds of EEG data both during training
and testing. The rate of commands is not mentioned in the article, but can not be higher than
0.5 commands per second since the features are extracted from a 4 second EEG data trace. Still,
it is possible that performing mental tasks for as much as 10 seconds per trial could improve the
performance of the BCI in this thesis, although the results from analysis window-size as a function
of classification performance shows that performances drops for windows larger than 800 ms 34.

In this thesis, the accuracy of the classifiers are on average 54% when blink components have
been removed and the full trial length is used for feature extraction (see table 5). This is a
significant level of performance as the chance-level is 20%, but as in the work of Bi et al., 4 second
analysis limits the rate of commands. Even if one command per 4 seconds was feasible, the delay
is not. If a subject performed a right arm task for two seconds, and then starts to perform a left
arm task, then the EEG data will contain stronger patterns from the right arm task during the
next two seconds. Long windows could potentially be used for training, with shorter time windows
during the online experiment, but this need to be experimentally tested.

It is also noteworthy that the theoretical bit rate for subjects in the work of Millán et al.
[19] was 1 bps, the subjects issued a new command every 5 seconds on average. Thanks to the
coloured lights, the subjects knew what command was currently selected. This feedback enabled
the subjects to occasionally change an incorrect command before the robot took an erroneous
turn. In this thesis, the only feedback of current commands is the moving robot on the monitor.
Continuous feedback on the command that the controller receives could possibly make navigation
easier for a subject in an online scenario.

The windowing seems to remove a large portion of the signal. The performance of the classifier
when a window of 800 ms is used can be seen in figure 35. The performance is 41%, but the
accuracy on left arm is 21.7%, which is close to chance (chance is 20% accuracy). On the other
hand, when features are extracted from the full trial length, the performance is above 50% (see
table 5). It is very important that the signal is present in the whole window when the classifier is
trained in order to successfully find the task-related patterns in the EEG data. When looking at
figure 7, the bands look striped. These images show the power of all trials averaged for each class,
and it may depend on variance in the trials. It could also be that the subject fails to maintain
a steady MI task during the trials. As stated earlier, long windows are not feasible for robot
control. Instead, improving the protocol and providing feedback are possible solutions to increase
the performance on windowed trials.

When the blink artifacts was removed from the data set, the performance increased slightly, as
seen in table 5. Six SVMs were compared to see if performance differed depending on the classifier.
The linear SVMs showed almost no change when blinks were removed: 0.2% and 1% increase in
accuracy. The non-linear SVMs showed greater change in accuracy: from 2.5% to 4.7% increase in
accuracy. This was expected, as the linear classifiers generally are more robust to outliers in the
data [33].

When dimension reduction was applied and tested, the classifiers behaved differently (see table
5). Two classifiers had decreased performance, two classifiers had no change in performance and
two classifiers had an increased performance. Some important notes are: The performance of
both linear SVMs had very stable performance throughout the three tests. A second note is that
OVR always outperforms OVO. A third note is that the linear SVM with OVR has the highest
performance in the first two tests, but after dimension reduction, the quadratic SVM with OVR
scored highest. As a last note, the greatest increase in accuracy was seen in the cubic SVM with
OVR, after blink artifacts had been removed.

The artifact removal and dimension reduction should be made automatic to avoid unnecessary
labour. Millán et al. [19] and Friedrich et al. [28] use feature vectors with lower dimensionality
than the feature vector used in this master-thesis. Friedrich et al. [28] uses 29 electrodes from the
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frontal, central and parietal areas of the scalp and Millán et al. [19] uses only 8 electrodes from the
same areas on the scalp. Selecting only the most informative channels could be a feasible solution
to reduce the high dimensionality of the feature vectors in this thesis.

Relax is measured from the relax part between the trials in every session. It was initially
thought that it would resemble the online scenario best, since a subject may relax for only a short
while between issuing commands through the BCI. However, the results were very low for this relax
task, 38.5% (see figure 35), which is slightly below the average performance in the five-class SVM.
To further investigate the relax state of the brain, two sessions of pure relax were recorded on the
second and third day of EEG acquisition, totalling 4 relax sessions. Relax trials were extracted and
added to the MI trials. When classified, the difference was much higher, and the relax-task could
be correctly recognized in 90% of the trials. There are several possible reasons for these results.
Judging from the results of the relax-sessions, the brain generates very different activity patterns
during relax compared to during MI. It is possible that the subject, who was completely näıve to
BCIs, did not relax properly during the relax-cue time. If the subject did not stop performing
the MI task properly on the relax-cue, then the following relax-period may be influenced by the
task-related brain patterns from the preceding task. If this is the case, then the classifier will
not be able to separate relax from the tasks very well, since the feature vectors from relax trials
resembles the trials with MI activity. Consequently, relax tasks would have to be recorded as
individual trials, with a relax period before and after them. It could also be that the relax periods
between tasks are not genuinely ”relaxed”, but ”prepared”. Even though the subject during EEG
recording sessions did not know what task was next, the subject still knew that a task was coming.
The relax period between trials is only 3 seconds, which is rather short. If this is the case, then
the EEG data in the relax-sessions will be very different from the EEG data in the relax-periods
between MI trials. Relax was initially treated as a class which allowed the user to not issue a
command to the robot. However, Millán et al. [19] instead used Gaussian prototypes which has
two advantages over SVM. Gaussian prototypes can measure the distance from a feature vector to
all prototypes and this distance correlates to the probability for the class. This probability allows
for rejecting trials with low score, which effectively turns mis-classifications into rejections. In this
thesis, the controller can navigate very well with an unsteady stream of commands, but erroneous
commands still have a high cost.

In this thesis, the controller was validated against a noise level with an error rate of 5% and
a rejection rate of 30%. Based on the results from Millan et al. [19], this error rate and rejection
rate is a realistic goal for a mobile robot. As seen in table 8, the mobile robot never reaches the
end goal using the BCI noise level, while the robot always reaches the end goal with ideal noise,
as seen in table 9. It is clear that trial rejection greatly improves the performance of the robot
controller.

9.2 Experimental Test Setup

The over-all low collision result during the experimental testing support the use of an NAF for
collision prevention. Previous research strategies that maintain forward velocity in order to prevent
fatigue without any collision-filter report much higher collision results during experimental testing
[6]. The only collisions recorded are during full noise test cases (test case 2) when the robot is
backing into an obstacle. During backward motion the human operator has no assist from neither
the autonomous controller nor shared controller NAF. The lack of assistance is simply because of
the 180 degree angular limitation of the laser range finder. However, the backward motion is not
intentional by the subject, but rather a negative behaviour of the high false-positives in the classified
data. The difference in amount of collisions between test case 2 and 3 is most likely an effect of the
high cost of misclassified data during navigation and manoeuvring, previously presented by Millán
et al. [36]. They [36] came to the conclusion that false-positive classifications of the BCI have great
negative impact on robot control. The conclusion of high cost in false-positive BCI data is also
supported by this master-thesis in the great increase of performance when lowering the false-positive
rate between test cases 2 and 3. Worth mentioning regarding correctly executed intersections is
that only the intersections that has been reached is taken into consideration. Consequently, if
the robot never left the starting position it would still measure 1 (100%) in correctly executed
intersections. In addition to provide reliable manoeuvring, the NAF seem to play a great role in the
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docking procedure. The NAF allow the subject to approach the waypoint by continuously moving
forward knowing that the NAF will not allow collision. However, the NAF cannot support angular
adjustments, which explains the difference seen in angular and lateral docking error. The lack
of angular docking assistance might also explain the mission completion time difference between
test case 1 and 3. The induced noise level of test case 3 seem to make fine steering adjustments
during docking more difficult compared to test case 1 because of the increased distribution of
commands during docking. The fact that the distance travelled is very similar between test case 1
and 3 support the hypothesis of increased time spent docking. In corridor navigation, the subject
have great assistance from the wall-following behaviour of the autonomous controller. The lower
distribution of commands during corridor following motivates the fatigue-preventing design of the
autonomous controller. The small amount of misclassified data during test case 3 show that the
direct-controller manage to somewhat filter uncertain commands through the repeated acceleration
design of the state-machine. However, the direct controller have no chance of withstanding the
great stream of erroneous data when the BCI false-positive classification rate increases (i.e. test
case 2).

The low commands per second ratio shown throughout the experimental test setup is crucial
in reducing the risk for user fatigue. Chae et al. [6] presents results where they complete a 561.3
second mission using 174.8 predicted mental commands. That is a ratio of 0.31 commands per
second, and not once do they mention fatigue in their paper. However, Chae et al. [6] have a
much greater difference in distance travelled and mission completion time between their manual
reference test case and BCI test case than this master-thesis. This show that this master-thesis
developed robot controller does not sacrifice correctness in navigation for user ergonomy. However,
multiple consecutive commands are necessary to perform intersection turning in this master-thesis.
This is because the design goal to maintain the possibility of fine steering adjustments allow small
increments in steering angle. Consequently, turning 90 degrees require multiple commands. The
ability to allow small displacement of the robot contradicts the goal to minimize the amount of
commands used throughout a mission. The trade-off between intuitive manoeuvring and small
command amount has to be evaluated and addressed in future work. Fine steering adjustments
are not commonly necessary in corridor navigation, whereas larger manoeuvring such as turning
90 degrees or rotating 180 degrees are. An adaptive system that regulates the amount of needed
commands for rotating depending on the surrounding environment might be in place.

An interesting comparison with the result proposed by Vanacker et al. [5] is what happens
when the subject is resting. In their report, they show how subject takes advantage of the shared
controller to rest between intersections, which cause rather jagged paths between activated obstacle
avoidance. Vanacker et al. [5] deem this as inappropriate resting periods. In this master-thesis,
resting will decrease the subject’s influence over the robot control and the autonomous controller
will drive towards wide open areas. The trajectory result of resting can be seen in the traced path
plots in between commands of section 8.2. During this master-thesis resting periods, the robot
maintain smooth and reliable trajectories. Vanacker et al. [5] has similar BCI performance to test
case 3, but receive an average mission completion ratio of 76.43% compared to test case 3’s 100%.
Therefore, to properly evaluate this master-thesis result, testing the robot controller developed in
this master-thesis with an actual online BCI is of high priority. Mission completion ratio is not
only affected by the performance in the BCI and robot controller, but also the driving skills of the
subject. Thus, future research using this master-thesis developed robot controller should include
several subjects.

Another interesting behaviour worth mentioning is seen in the left hand figure of figure 36.
Almost halfway through the mission, the subject mistakenly turns left in an intersection where
forward would be the correct navigation. As this happens during the last iteration of the noise-free
test case 1, the faulty executed intersection is most likely explained by the subject being tired.
However, the subject quickly recover the mission navigation by turning 180 degrees in the corridor
and going back to the intersection where it first went wrong. Turning 180 degrees is a behaviour
that was often difficult in the original context based filter approach proposed by Vanacker et al.
[5]. In the original paper [5], turning 180 degrees was deemed as an unlikely behaviour by the
shared controller. However, the velocity-vector approach for the autonomous controller used in
this master-thesis has no problem turning 180 degrees in corridors or rotating in place. However,
the intuitive and free controller that allows 180 degree rotation induces the problem of overshooting
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turns. In the left hand plot of figure 42, about halfway through through the mission, the subject
tries to turn right after docking in order to follow the mission path. However, multiple consecutive
commands cause the velocity vector to become greater than necessary, thus making the robot
almost miss the intersection. The subject manages to parry the overshoot, causing oscillated
manoeuvring and increased command usage.

The lateral error to reference path result of this master-thesis is low compared to previous
studies, such as the BCI controlled car presented by Goehring et al. [50] who scored between 1.875
and 4.484 m. Goehring et al. [50] do not use walls or corridors to help stabilize the navigation
path, which together with the fact that they run a complete online BCI might be the reasons that
this master-thesis perform better in mean lateral error. Again, this highlights the importance of
online BCI validation for future work.

Vanacker et al. [5] highlights how crucial timing is when controlling a robot with their robot
controller design and that the subject occasionally misses turning in intersections. They describe
how the steering command have to be received by the robot exact at a specific moment when the
wall-corner appears for the turn in order to correctly turn the robot. As an end result, the subjects
with best over-all BCI performance does not necessary perform best in controlling the robot, as
driving skills also affect the result. The robot controller developed in this master-thesis is not as
sensitive to timing. Looking at the first intersection in the left and middle traced path plot of
figure 36, one can see that the commands arrive at different time instances in relation to the left
hand side wall-corner. Both of the plots show similar turning trajectory, even though the slight
difference in command timing. However, further testing regarding timing might be necessary for a
feasible conclusion.

Even though the subject controlling the robot with the induced noise of test case 2 express
experienced random robot movement, the data clearly show that user intentions has created a bias
in robot navigation as seen in figure 39 and 48.
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10 Ethics

The work has been conducted in accordance with the relevant guidelines for ethical research of
Mälardalen University. All participants gave their written informed consent to the study. All
brain-activity stored and used throughout this master-thesis is completely anonymous. As all
robot manoeuvring occured in a completely simulated environment, no property or people were
damaged throughout the experimental testing.
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11 Conclusion

In this master-thesis we developed a BCI-based robot controller for mobile robots. The robot
controller combines previous research in reliable navigation with novel techniques to tackle the low
throughput and noisy commands decoded from EEG data. The robot controller design consists of a
human-operated direct controller and a navigational assisting autonomous controller. The influence
of the direct and autonomous controller is dynamically regularized within a shared controller. The
robot controller use an NAF for collision avoidance in addition to the three above mentioned
controller subsystems.

The BCI developed in this master-thesis use ERD/ERS brain-activity signals and MI mental
tasks to decode four different brain activity patterns which are converted to four different actuating
commands. The actuating commands are Forward-, Backward-, Left and Right-commands. An
additional Unknown-command which is derived from the relax period during EEG data acquisition
is used to filter uncertainties in the EEG-data. Pre- and post-processing techniques of the raw
EEG-data is performed and evaluated. The pre-processing techniques include band-pass filtering,
complex Morlet wavelet feature extraction and EOG artifact removal through ICA. The evaluated
classifiers used during post-process MVPC linear, quadratic and cubic SVM.

The system is validated through an experimental test setup, in which a subject manoeuvres
a telepresence mobile robot in two different mission maps. Each mission is performed multiple
times with different levels of induced noise in the control signal. The induced noise levels are
corresponding to no noise, BCI noise and ideal noise. The system interconnection between the
BCI, the robot controller and the mobile robot is done through ROS, which provides platform
independence and modularity to the system.

The result for the experimental test setup using induced noise corresponding to the offline
validated performance of the BCI was not satisfying. The subject never finishes the mission
despite the high amount of actuating commands used throughout the mission. However, the robot
controller achieves high performance during test cases with induced ideal noise. The conclusion
is that the developed robot controller is a feasible solution for balancing intuitive and reliable
manoeuvring of mobile robots in the presence of temporarily uncertain control-signals.

11.1 Future Work

The work to be prioritized for further development of the system is given in this section.

11.1.1 BCI

A Gaussian classifier should be implemented and used instead of the SVM. The Gaussian classifier
was developed specifically for BCIs [33] and can reject trials with low probability. Trial rejection
is essential for the robot controller to work properly and should be the highest priority for future
work.

The subject should have more time to relax during the relax period in the protocol. The relax
period should be split into one inter-trial period and one relax period (or preparation period).
Another solution could be to add a notification a few seconds before the task onset, letting the
subject know when to prepare for the upcoming task. In either case, the time between task periods
should be increased. This can improve the quality of the EEG data. The task periods should be
longer and each run should be shorter. This can improve the quality of the EEG data and therefore
the performance of the complete system.

A feedback should be added for the training phase. During a session, the subject performs MI
tasks without knowing if they are separable from each other. By adding a feedback, the subject
learns which class the BCI predicted and the subject can improve his/her skills in MI. Optimization
of the BCI should be done between sessions on the newly acquired data.

The relax task could possibly be removed. The Gaussian classifier may be able to reject trials
as the subject is not actively performing a mental task. Alternatively, a switch can be implemented
such that the subject can ”switch off” the BCI. A switch button could be either a class, a blink,
or the BCI can switch on and off depending on the activity from the subject.

Artifact removal is currently done using ICA, but only blinks are removed. Also, the blink
component must be selected manually before removal. Slower eye movements and muscle activity
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can be removed too. A fully automatic artifact removal which removes both EOG and EMG
activity should be implemented.

Dimension reduction should be made automatically. Manual dimension reduction takes a lot
of time and makes repeatability of the results difficult.

11.1.2 Robot Controller and Testing

The future work for the robot controller is both development of extended functionality and further
testing. A more extensive testing should be performed, including several different subjects and
a online BCI. The subjects used during the extended testing should be given several proper BCI
training sessions to secure their BCI controlling skills. Through the necessary BCI training, any
BCI-illiterate subjects can be located at an early stage in development.

The experimental test setup modules developed in the master-thesis simplifies creating and us-
ing additional mission maps. A mission map corresponding to an accessible laboratory environment
should be used throughout future testing. The simulated laboratory environment is important to
include among the other mission maps in order to evaluate the possibility of transitioning from
simulated to real world testing. Additionally, the robot controller should be tested in a real world
environment. During both simulated and real world environment testing it might be interesting to
equip the robot platform with a camera and test the system behaviour during first-person view.
This is high priority if the robot controller is supposed to control an intelligent wheelchair, as
evident by the performance decrease when comparing result of telepresence to first-person view
control, highlighted by Iñigo blasco et al. [45] highlights the performance.

The experimental test results of this master-thesis has shown that navigation in corridors and
open areas require different amount of commands compared to in other more restricted areas.
Small angular displacements are seldom needed in corridor manoeuvring whereas they are of high
importance during docking. An adaptive or mode-switching behaviour that regulates each BCI
commands affect on the robot steering might further reduce the commands-per-second ratio. The
development of such a system should be prioritized in future work. The robot controller uses a
dynamic regularization of influence, together with an additional static parameter. However, the
static parameter is fixed to 1 in this master-thesis. Testing how statically adjusting the influence-
regularization when BCI performance is low might be of interest for future work.

The laser-scanner sensor data can be replaced with a more general perceptual data type to
increase the platform independency of the robot controller. Suggestion for such data type is the
ROS standardized occupancy grid map. An occupancy grid map can be achieved through arbitrary
range finder sensor, thus robots lacking a laser-scanner can still use the developed robot controller.
An example are smaller robot platforms that use only ultrasonic range finders as their perceptual
sensors.
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